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Abstract 

 

 

This research seeks to assess whether Virtual Reality (VR) can be used to convey 

Building Information Modelling (BIM) metadata alongside geometric and spatial data 

in a virtual environment and by doing so, determine if it increases the effectiveness of 

the design review by improving participants understanding of the design. Previous 

research has illustrated the potential for VR to enhance design reviews, especially the 

ability to convey spatial information but so far there has been limited research into 

how VR can convey additional BIM metadata. A user study assessed participants 

performance and preference for conducting design reviews in VR or using a 

traditional design review system of PDF drawings and a 3D model. The VR condition 

had a higher task completion rate, a higher SUS score and generally faster completion 

times. 

 

Keywords: Architecture, Virtual Reality, BIM, Pre-Occupation Reviews, Unity 

Reflect, Virtual Environment, Immersion 
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1. Introduction 
Typically Architects and other architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) 

professionals communicate their designs to the relevant stakeholders via plans, sections 

and elevations (Liu, 2016). This mode of communication has proven to be problematic 

as people outside the AEC industry have difficulties understanding these 2D drawings 

(Shen et al., 2013; Liu, 2016). This is especially troublesome in healthcare projects 

where clients have specialised requirements that need to be effectively defined to the 

design team. (van Hoof, et al., 2015). The design team then needs to be able to 

communicate back to the client that the design brief has been met and all specialised 

equipment and spaces have been allowed for.  

 

Redesign and rework are expensive and difficult to do in any construction project. 

Previous papers have shown the impact of client-design team miscommunication to be 

significant (Lin et al., 2018). Due to the highly specialised nature of healthcare 

architecture this is particularly true so the search for an effective design review tool 

should be considered of vital importance to healthcare design teams (Jouppila & 

Tiainen, 2021). Research has also shown that the quality of the built environment 

impacts upon patient health, so the consequence of a poor design outcome is more than 

just a financial burden (Codinhoto et al., 2009; Elf et al., 2020; Joseph et al., 2018).  

 

Design Reviews in VR have shown to be effective in communicating spatial design 

intent to stakeholders (Wingler et al., 2019: Jouppila & Tiainen, 2021). However, the 

success of a healthcare project, in particular, depends on more than spatial 

configurations. Specialised equipment with specific requirements need to be correctly 

coordinated and allowed for (Soliman Junior et al., 2019). The specifications and 

particulars of this equipment is often stored in product data sheets or schedules that are 

separate from the plans and sections. However, when using BIM software, such as 

Autodesk Revit to create the architectural drawings, it is now possible to store the 

equipment specifications within BIM metadata assigned to particular elements within 

the BIM model.  
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This research seeks to determine if VR can be used to effectively convey this BIM 

metadata to aid stakeholders in understanding the complexities of a healthcare project. 

This additional information is derived from the AEC consultants BIM model - using 

the BIM metadata generated from programs like Autodesk Revit.  

 

To test if viewing designs and BIM metadata in VR is beneficial to the design review 

process, a user study was conducted during which healthcare professionals reviewed 

the design of a hospital under two different conditions. The first condition mimics a 

traditional design review package with PDF architectural drawings and a 3D digital 

desktop model. The second condition is a VR model. During these reviews the 

participants were asked to complete a series of tasks designed to measure their 

understanding of the design. Afterward they completed a System Usability Scale (SUS) 

questionnaire and a short interview regarding their experiences. The SUS questionnaire 

tests the usability of the system to check if this played a part in the user’s understanding 

of the design. The interview gave the participants the chance to discuss how they found 

the different conditions and uncover any latent issues as well as determine which one 

they preferred. 

 

A review of similar research was conducted to understand what had previously been 

studied in this field. From this, it was determined that many studies have looked at the 

effectiveness of VR in design reviews for architecture, however, this was limited to 

geometric and spatial information. A more detailed description of the research can be 

found in the following section, along with an overview of the other relevant concepts 

within this research. After the Background and Related Work section the Research 

Question is defined. The proposed prototype and experiment are set out under the 

Prototype Design and User Study section. This is followed by the Results and 

Discussion sections. The thesis ends with a Conclusion and Future Work chapter. 
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2. Background 

 
2.1 Design Reviews in Healthcare Architecture 

Design reviews are conducted throughout the design phase of a project to validate the 

design against the brief and to gain sign-off from all required stakeholders (Liu et al., 

2018). These design reviews primarily consist of a PDF drawing package that includes 

building plans, sections and elevations along with rendered 3D images (Bayramzadeh 

et al., 2018: Wingler et al., 2019). These are sent to the stakeholders ahead of the 

meeting for their review. Some design reviews incorporate a ‘walkthrough’ 3D model 

from a program like Enscape (Enscape, n.d) that allows for greater visualisation of the 

proposal. These models are not interactive and provide no way to include meaningful 

feedback to the design team. As the brief evolves throughout the design review process 

there must be a way to track the changes, this feature is currently lacking in existing 

review tools (Kiviniemi, 2005). This is important to healthcare design as the specialised 

equipment can change rapidly and these changes need to be tracked and understood by 

all parties.  

 

 

Architectural 2D drawings convey limited information to support design reviews, 

physical mock-ups on the other hand have shown to be an effective design 

communication tool (Wingler et al., 2019; Bayramzadeh et al., 2018). However, they 

are expensive and time consuming to build and offer limited options when considering 

design alternatives (Svidt et al., 2016). Conducting a design review in VR is 

considerably cheaper than building a 1:1 mock up or undertaking re-work during 

construction (Wingler et al., 2019). 
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2.2 Healthcare Architecture 

Healthcare projects are some of the most complicated kinds of design projects. They 

have many different clients or stakeholders, many with specific requirements (van 

Hoof et al., 2015).  The functions of the space frequently change with new 

developments (Caixeta & Fabricio, 2013).  Compared with other projects, there are a 

high number of Fixtures, Furniture and Equipment (FF&E) that need to be allowed for. 

Much of this equipment is highly specialised and often features particular spatial and 

connection requirements that may not be immediately obvious to the design team. 

Previous research has indicated that stakeholders have difficulties understanding what 

these items are in 2D plans (Wingler et al., 2019).  

 

It is worth noting that in New Zealand, the government has recently published The 

National Asset Management Programme for District Health Boards. Report 1 in this 

document states that approximately $14 billion of investment is needed for hospital 

buildings and infrastructure over the next 10 years in New Zealand (Ministry of Health. 

2020). This is a significant amount for a country this size. 

 

 

2.3 BIM and metadata 

Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) professionals produce 3D models 

using Building Information Modelling (BIM) software. BIM has seen widespread 

adoption among the AEC industry in New Zealand over recent years. In the BIM in 

New Zealand —An Industry-Wide View 2021 Survey (BIM in New Zealand, 2021) 34% 

of projects surveyed used BIM in 2014, by 2021 this was up to 70%.  While a BIM is 

often talked about as a 3D model it is more than that, it is a collection of processes that 

allow cross discipline teams access to a variety of information throughout the lifecycle 

of a building, including but not limited to schedule information, budgets, logistics, 

maintenance etc (BIM in New Zealand, 2019, Alizadehalehi et al, 2020). In some ways 

it is better to think of it as a living database represented by a 3D model that can be 
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accessed and manipulated by a wide design team throughout the various phases of a 

building. These BIM models are used to generate plans, sections and elevations 

typically seen in architectural design packages. However, they have the potential to do 

much more. Each element in a BIM model has the ability to store a wide range of 

metadata, including but not limited to; quantities, material properties, dimensions, lead 

times, thermal data, manufacturer, cost etc. See Figure 1 below for an example. While 

most BIM objects come with a limited amount of metadata pre-programed in, designers 

have the ability to extend the dataset as required, providing the ability to add additional 

information to aid in the design review process (Shen et al., 2012). It is hypothesised 

that by allowing the stakeholders access to some of this information they will be able 

to better understand and assess the design in an architectural review.  

 

 

 
Figure 1: Revit Family with Metadata visible 
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2.4 Australasian Health Facility Guidelines 

The Australasian Health Facility Guidelines (AusHFG) is a set of resources freely 

available on the internet. The guidelines are based on extensive research and serve as 

a vital starting point for designers working on Healthcare Projects. (Australasian Health 

Facility Guidelines, n.d). One stated aim of the guidelines is to “support a more 

consistent understanding of terminology across the industry and is a resource that 

synthesises information across the wide spectrum of models of care being applied in 

Australia and New Zealand” (Australasian Health Facility Guidelines, n.d). In this 

research, the Room Layout Sheets and Room Data Sheets generated by AusHFG will 

be used as a starting point for the architectural design that will be reviewed by the 

Healthcare professionals. This mimics a standard process in healthcare design where 

the architect lays out the space based on the AusHFG and then presents this to the 

stakeholders in order for them to customise it for their own needs. An example of an 

Operating Room Layout from AusHFG can be seen below. 

 

 
Figure 2: Example drawing from AusHFG 
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2.5 Virtual Reality 

While Virtual Reality (VR) may be an emerging technology for the AEC industry 

(Badamasi et al, 2021; Wen & Gheisari, 2020) the beginnings of HMD enabled VR 

can be traced back to a 1968 experiment – The Sword of Damocles, similarities between 

this system and today’s tethered systems are apparent; both require a headset and a high 

powered computer to run the simulations and both track head movements (Mazuryk 

1999, DuBose 2020). Comfort has improved and with the wide adoption of the Meta 

Quest 2 headset, non-tethered options are available as well. 

 

 The AEC industry has many of its own VR software packages or plugins, examples 

are  Arkio, which is a collaborative, cross-platform tool allowing designers to sketch 

architectural models in VR  (Arkio, n.d.) The Wild, an immersive collaboration 

platform specifically for designers (The Wild, n.d.), Revizto, an established 

coordination and collaboration tool aimed at AEC professionals has VR capabilities. 

The rendering software Enscape also comes with built in VR capabilities. Unity Reflect 

is a plugin that translates BIM data into the Unity Game Engine, it can function ‘out of 

the box’ as a basic VR review tool or the Unity Reflect Develop software can be used 

to create a more robust solution. The ability to conduct a design review with 

stakeholders, focusing on providing feedback about the technical metadata stored 

within the Revit families is not possible in the above programs as they currently are.  

 

The use of VR within the AEC profession is increasing (Zhang et al, 2020) with more 

firms adopting it and more stakeholders requesting it’s use. While VR can be used 

across any of the stages in a buildings life cycle it is most commonly used in the design 

phase presently (Sidani et al, 2019). It’s use in design reviews has been studied 

previously and some of this research will be outlined in the next chapter.  
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2.6 Summary 

Healthcare Design is especially complicated due in part to the high amount of 

specialised equipment needed. BIM software has the ability to store significant 

amounts of unique project and object metadata as well as the ability to track comments 

and requests. By utilising the ability of VR to display BIM metadata, stakeholders and 

design teams will be able to communicate more effectively as the semantically rich 

information typically stored within the architectural BIM model will be made visible 

to the stakeholders by the VR headset.  
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3. Related Work 

3.1  Virtual Reality in Architecture Design Reviews 

Immersive Virtual Environments (IVEs) in VR provide a quick and convenient 

evaluation tool compared with physical mock-ups (Joseph et al., 2020). IVEs in VR 

could be widely used within healthcare design research to identify potential design 

issues. However, they are currently underutilized, possibly owing to the lack of multi-

user IVE tools (Joseph et al., 2020). Jouppila & Tiainen (2021) noted the benefits of 

multi-user design reviews to gain insights from nursing staff in a virtual mock-up. 

Leicht et al. (2010) illustrated that VR mock-ups could be used to review designs at a 

high level of detail and discuss changes in cost. However, the participants found it 

difficult to switch between the prototype model and the design documents (assumed to 

be digital pdfs). The participants suggested having the design documents available for 

markup on an adjacent smart board. Sidani et al conducted an extensive literature 

review into the current state of research of BIM based AEC VR research, one of the 

core gaps they identified was the underutilisation of BIMs non-geometric data (Sidani 

et al, 2019). 

 

Liu (2020) concluded that the use of hybrid media -  VR with traditional 2D drawings 

gave the best overall result. In their observations, the researchers found 6 major 

advantages to using VR in design review meetings and 4 limitations when compared 

with 2D Drawings.  

The advantages were: 

1. Designs are shown ‘concretely’ not abstractly like they are on 2D drawings. All 

the information is available in one view, not spread across several drawing 

sheets. 

2. Allows stakeholders to experience the design and occupy the space. This in turn 

allows them to relate this design back to previous experience and lessons 

learned. 
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3. Allows stakeholders the ability to simulate workflow. 

4. Allows stakeholders to review sight-line concerns. 

5. Allows stakeholders to accurately review spatial information like, size, scale, 

volume and depth. 

6. Allows for a high quality visualization of the architectural design, especially 

architecturally complex spaces. 

The limitations were;  

1. Reviewers are more likely to get disoriented in a VR model.  

2. Harder to understand the bigger picture as designs are reviewed in detail but it 

is harder to perceive the overall spatial relationships such as flow between 

spaces.  

3.  VR is not an appropriate medium to review certain technical aspects of the 

design such as MEP performance. VR is not a good medium to review notes 

and specifications.  

4. VR can be uncomfortable for some participants.  

 

The paper concludes that VR should be used in conjunction with 2D drawings and 

“BIMs” for a more robust design review (Liu et al., 2020). 

 

 

Previous research has studied the impact virtual environments have on the design 

review process (Liu et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2018: Wingler et al., 2019). HMD and 

CAVE displays have both been studied and both have been found to be effective in 

communicating design intent (Liu et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2018). However, most of this 

research used case studies to examine any improvements and they typically used 

qualitative data to analyse the effect. The previously mentioned research looked at 

larger design issues that dealt primarily in spatial and geometric reviews rather than the 

technical requirements of all the various FF&E items that go into a healthcare design 

project. This research aims to address this gap by incorporating BIM metadata to aid 

design reviews.  
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 3.2 Simulation/Scenario Based Design Reviews 

A scenario based study by Wingler et al. (2020) had nurses evaluate three different 

preoperative rooms within virtual reality by completing several tasks. The study 

concluded with a clear preference for one option and noted that by using a scenario 

based evaluation, participants were able to interact with their environment providing a 

more “clinically relevant and systematic comparison of multiple design options” 

(Wingler et al., 2020). In the preferred design it looked like a stretcher was used in 

place of a much larger hospital bed giving the illusion of space. While the research 

doesn’t mention why this was done it would be interesting to know if the researchers 

believed this had an impact, as one of the cited reasons for this preferred design was 

the “increased space around the bed” (Wingler et al., 2020). This illustrates the 

importance of displaying BIM metadata as the dimensions of the bed would have been 

visible, allowing for a more accurate comparison between the designs. This could 

suggest that identification of furniture within VR is not as clear as other studies have 

concluded and the use of BIM metadata has the potential to reduce some of these errors. 

 

In a previous scenario based study by Wingler et al (2019) end-users compared the 

effectiveness of four different architectural communication modes. 1) 2D plans. 2) 

printed 3D perspectives accompanied by plans. 3) Physical mock-up. 4) Virtual Reality 

mock-up. The physical mock-up was deemed the most useful mode of communication, 

followed by VR mock-ups with 2D plans and 3D perspectives the least. The study 

identified a lack of fidelity as a reason for the VR platform performing lower than 

expected. The VR mock-up elicited the fewest design suggestions, while the physical 

mock-up elicited the most. The authors conclude that the 4 different modes of 

communication can be used to complement each other as they all illustrate different 

aspects of the design. Leading on from this study, an experiment to review the 

difference between a desktop walkthrough model and a VR model would be interesting 

as it would allow users to walkthrough the design similar to the VR and Physical mock-

up but with a medium that is more familiar to many participants. 
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Shen et al. (2012) identified the gaps between the clients and the designers when it 

comes to determining the requirements of a project. In order to reduce this gap, the 

researchers designed a virtual environment that allowed the clients to visualise their 

daily work routines. An interface was implemented over this that allowed the clients to 

give feedback over a virtual platform about building information and user activity. The 

proposed solution was time consuming and the users in the pilot study found it difficult 

to use given the time constraints. This study was conducted in 2012 when BIM and VR 

in AEC was in its infancy. BIM and VR interfaces have improved and become more 

widespread since 2012 so the issues encountered around familiarisation may have 

improved.  

 

 

 

3.3 Related Work Summary 

This background section has identified some clear gaps in the research of VR design 

reviews for healthcare. While many studies have been conducted into the effectiveness 

of VR for design reviews, few have measured the impact on the effectiveness of design 

reviews with the use of VR. Many of the above examples use case studies to examine 

the usefulness of VR in architecture. Most of these studies have not allowed for the 

novelty value, as identified by Liu et al. (2020). Many studies noted or alluded to the 

importance of having multiple user’s undertaking the review at the same time (Joseph, 

et al., 2020: Jouppila & Tiainen 2021) 

 

If the issues created in design reviews relate to poor communication, it follows that 

using a mode that allows for the greatest fidelity in the conveyance of information 

would be beneficial. However, most of the studies also use limited tools in VR and 

neglect using some of its most powerful information conveying abilities. Several of the 

above papers identified the need for traditional architectural plans alongside the VR 

model (Leicht et al., 2010: Wingler et al. 2019: Liu et al., 2020). This would suggest 

that there is the need to display information beyond the spatial and geometric data 
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typically presented in VR.  A recently released BIM to game engine plugin - Unity 

Reflect (Unity - Unity Reflect, n.d) allows for the transfer of all BIM metadata into the 

game engine for review.  

 

This thesis seeks to build upon the advantages and improve upon the limitations faced 

in the previous studies by implementing a system that allows users to review the 

metadata in VR with the aim of improving the effectiveness of design reviews. The use 

of immersive environments for design reviews in healthcare design has been studied 

before. However, previous research has focused on reviewing primarily geometric, 

spatial and material data only. This study aims at specifically evaluating whether BIM 

metadata can be viewed in VR and if this increases the effectiveness of the design 

review. 
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4. Research Question and Hypotheses 

This research aims to measure the effectiveness of undertaking Architectural Design 

Reviews in an HMD VR headset for healthcare projects by measuring how well 

participants understand the proposed design, how much time they take to complete a 

set of tasks and the perceived usability of the review tool. It is hoped that by 

understanding the design intent more clearly, fewer miscommunication related errors 

will occur during the design review process.  Previous research has already highlighted 

the benefits to the design review process VR offers, what this research seeks to build 

upon is VRs ability to convey the semantically rich BIM information in a meaningful 

way that enables stakeholders to easily complete a design review. 

 

Healthcare projects feature many specialised pieces of equipment and for a user design 

review to be successful stakeholders need to accurately understand all the objects and 

elements located in the design. Previous research has not focused on VR’s ability to 

convey non-geometric data, it is hoped that overlaying the additional BIM metadata 

within VR will contribute to participants' understanding of the design. This leads to the 

following research question: 
 

 
Does using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata increase the effectiveness of 
architectural design reviews in healthcare when compared to traditional forms 
of design communication? 
 
 
 

The effectiveness of the design review will be evaluated against a series of tasks 

designed to test the participants understanding of the design, the usability of the design 

review tool and the time taken to complete the design review. To answer the research 

question above 3 hypotheses are put forward;  
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H 1: Using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata will increase the understanding of 

the architectural design when compared to traditional forms of design communication. 

 

H 2: Using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata will increase the efficiency of the 

architectural design review when compared to traditional forms of design 

communication. 

 

H 3: Using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata will increase the usability of the 

architectural design review tool when compared to traditional forms of design 

communication. 

 

 

This leads to the following null hypotheses that the user study will attempt to 

disprove;  

 

H 0-1: The use of Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata has no effect on the 

understanding of a Healthcare Design. 

 

H 0-2: The use of Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata has no effect on the efficiency 

of a Healthcare Design Review. 

 

H 0-3 The use of Virtual Reality has no effect on the usability of a design review tool. 
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5. Prototype Design  

 
5.1 Overview 
To test whether BIM metadata can be viewed within a VR headset an Operating Unit 

of a hospital was designed and brought into the Unity Game Engine. The operating unit 

was broken up into two unique modules; 1) Theatre Module and 2)  Recovery Module. 

The modules were initially built in Autodesk Revit, a leading AEC software. The 

Operating Unit modules were then exported using Unity Reflect into the Unity Game 

Engine. Unity Reflect is an AEC specific plugin that creates a live link between the 

Revit file and a Unity file (see figure 3). Unity Reflect maintains the fidelity of the BIM 

metadata as well, enabling its use within the Unity Game Engine. The models were also 

exported using the Revit plugin – Enscape to create the 3D desktop model (see figure 

4), this meant that the same models could be used for the Virtual Reality condition of 

the experiment and the PDF + 3D model condition of the experiment. The above is 

elaborated on in the following section. 

 

 
Figure 3: Theatre Module in Unity with Unity Reflect Metadata Script 
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Figure 4:Theatre Module - Enscape 3D model  

 

5.2 Hospital Module Design 

The two modules – Recovery Unit and Theatre Unit were designed using the Australian 

Health Facilities Guidelines – Operating Unit as a guide (Australasian Health Facility 

Guidelines, 2018). The standard room sizes, finishes and fixtures were derived from or 

taken directly from the AUSHFG and its Autodesk Revit library. This document is 

widely used throughout Australia and New Zealand in the design of hospitals 

(Australasian Health Facility Guidelines, n.d.). The AusHFG website provides Revit 

component models of most of the standard healthcare rooms including most of the 

furniture, fixtures and equipment. These were downloaded then brought into the new 

hospital design and arranged to make a coherent module in Autodesk Revit. Figure 5 

below is a 3D view from the Theatre Module Revit file. The module consisted of two 

operating theatres, two anaesthetic preparations rooms, a sterile storeroom, two scrub 

bays and a dirty utility room. This configuration was chosen to reflect the general 

complexities of an Operating Unit while maintaining a manageable scale for a short 

design review. The Recovery Module had a similar level of complexity with a 7 bed 

Recovery Room, a nurse station, a clean utility room, staff room and dirty utility room. 

See Figure 6. 
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Figure 5: 3D Revit View of the Theatre Module 

 
 

 
Figure 6: 3D Revit View of the Recovery Module 
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5.3 Modelling Software 

Autodesk Revit was used as the primary 3D modelling software as it is a commonly 

used AEC BIM software but also because it allowed the geometry and metadata to 

remain consistent across the two conditions. To begin with, the Revit component files 

from the AusHFG Resource page (Australasian Health Facility Guidelines, 2021) were 

re-textured and partially re-modeled (see figure 7 & 8 below) with additional BIM 

information added. Each element in the file had two additional metadata fields added - 

Review Comments and User Comments. This would allow for users to add their own 

comments and allow them to track previous review comments. Deliberate mistakes 

were created within the BIM metadata that contradicted what would be viewed on the 

plans and in VR. When the design was complete in Revit, plans, elevations and 

schedules typical to a traditional design review were exported into a PDF format. These 

PDF documents can be viewed in Appendix C and formed the key feature of the PDF 

+ 3D model method. The file was then exported through the Unity Reflect Develop V 

2.1.0 pipeline for the VR condition and exported through Enscape for the 3D model 

portion of the traditional design review. This meant the data sets across the two 

conditions remained identical. See Figure 9 illustrates the flow of information.  

       
Figure 7: Wash hand basin  AusHFG  Figure 8: Wash hand basin from experiment 
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Figure 9: Software and Condition relationship 

 
 
 
 
5.4 Unity Game Engine 

Inside Unity Game Engine v 2020.3.5f1 colliders and scripts were added to the 3D 

model imported through the Unity Reflect pipeline to enable the participants access to 

the metadata attached to the Revit model. Lighting, sounds and hand gestures were 

added to aid in the feeling of immersion. The Unity Package - XR Interaction Toolkit 

formed the basis of the VR locomotion and interaction tools and was customised to suit 
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this specific experiment. The clipboard was created in Unity and the Questionnaire 

Toolkit Package was used to manage and track the task responses (Unity Asset Store, 

n.d). The clipboard featured four tabs with different functions running along one edge. 

The Info Tab took participants to a recap of the tutorial, the Task Tab featured the tasks 

the participants had to perform. The Plan Tab gave participants a bird’s eye view of 

their surroundings and finally, the Mats Tab allowed participants to open the material 

library and change the materials of a select number of objects. The clipboard functioned 

as diegetic interface and was designed to be in keeping with a hospital environment so 

as not to disrupt the feeling of immersion.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Clipboard - Diegetic Interface 
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5.5 Hand Gestures 

The participants would see white gloved hands in the simulation instead of 

controllers. This was to try and enhance the feeling of immersion in a clinical setting. 

When the users pushed buttons on the controller their virtual hands mimicked the 

gesture. For example, when participants selected an object, their virtual avatars made 

a pinching gesture in response. The participants left hand appeared to hold the 

clipboard in a similar position to the controller (see Figure 10 above) while the right 

hand was used to teleport and point at and select objects. No other part of their virtual 

selves was visible in the condition. 

 

 

5.6 Navigation and Controls 

During the early prototype stage it was determined that a seated experience was more 

comfortable and safe. The virtual rooms were large so walking freely wasn’t a 

reasonable option. Teleportation was the movement mechanic selected as it is efficient 

and has shown to be a more comfortable experience for the participant than other 

methods of locomotion (Frommel, J. et al 2017). The users were asked to sit in a swivel 

type office chair allowing them 360° of movement while keeping them in safe position 

that the experimenter could control and monitor. Users pointed rays from their hands 

at the ground and a red circle would appear, if they pressed the trigger button they were 

instantly transported there (refer Figure 11). The main functions were limited to two 

buttons – the Select button (Trigger Button on the Right Controller) was used to select 

the various objects in the condition. While the Teleport button (Grip Button on the 

Right Controller) was used to teleport the users around the module. The Select button 

also allowed the participants to interact with the clipboard on their left hand. A third 

button (Secondary Button on the Left Controller) not used by any of the participants 

hid the clipboard from view (refer Figure 12). 
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Figure 11: Teleport Function 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 12: Controller Configuration 
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5.7 Iterative Design 

A series of quick, informal tests with participants outside the healthcare industry was 

conducted to assess the usability of the prototype and the various functions. During the 

pilot study it was determined that physics should be removed from the individual 

elements within the game engine as participants became distracted by throwing items 

across the room. The dimension tool was removed and rather than an in-game tutorial, 

a separate tutorial level was constructed to teach participants how to use the VR 

software. The number of tasks were also reduced to shorten the experiment time. 
 
 
The early stages of the prototype had the metadata appear over each individual object 

when the user hovered their ray over the chosen object (see Figure 13). This meant the 

participants needed to be close to the object in order to read the metadata clearly. In the 

next design iteration the clipboard was added as a UI device to enable participants to 

read the metadata more clearly (see Figure 14). The clipboard was used as it is a 

familiar object.  To read the metadata, participants pointed the ray coming out of their 

right hand and pressed the select button, the metadata field on the clipboard would then 

be instantly populated with the metadata of the selected object. This meant participants 

could be standing on the other side of the room to the object they were examining or 

standing right up close giving the participants the flexibility needed to conduct a design 

review.   
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Figure 13: Showing Initial Metadata UI Design 

 

 
Figure 14: Clipboard with Metadata displayed Show with object selected 
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5.8 Enscape & Adobe Acrobat Reader 

The Enscape plugin works directly with the Revit model, meaning no additional 

textures, geometry or set up was needed. The model was simply exported into the 

Enscape software. The software itself features instructions on how to use it on the 

screen. See Figure 15 for a screenshot of the Recovery module within the Enscape 

software. The plans, sections and elevations exported from Revit were optimised to 

include bookmarks so participants could jump to a certain room. The typical features 

of Acrobat were able to be used, like the search function, zooming, panning, going to 

the next page. The metadata was located in the Room Layout Schedule this schedule 

held all relevant specification data along with any comments made from the previous 

fictitious design review. 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Screenshot from Enscape Recovery Module 
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5.9 Hardware Overview 

An Oculus Quest 2 was tethered to a Desktop PC running Windows 10 with a USB C 

- USB C cable for the VR condition. A laptop Acer Nitro 5 with a GTX 1650 Ti GPU 

with an additional screen was used to run the ‘Traditional’  condition. An Oculus Quest 

2 was used as it can be used tethered or untethered. This experiment was run using a 

tethered device as the file complexity was too great to run untethered. The screen on 

the left was used to mirror the VR headset under the VR condition. It was also used to 

answer all questionnaires and for the PDF condition it displayed the task list. The centre 

right screen displayed the PDF documents while the far right screen displayed the 3D 

model for the PDF condition. See Figure 16 below of the typical experiment set up.  

 

 
Figure 16:Typical Experiment Setup 
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6. User Study 

 
 
6.1 Study Design 

A within subject design was used due to the anticipated small sample size. The 

independent variable was the review condition. Participants reviewed one design using 

one review condition, then reviewed a design of similar complexity in another review 

condition. The order the participants used each condition was alternated to avoid any 

learning or fatigue affects. A total of 17 healthcare professionals participated in the 

user study. The roles in the field were varied with nurses, doctors, physiotherapists and 

pharmacists participating.  

 

A mixed method evaluation was used with an experiment, a quantitative questionnaire 

and a qualitative interview conducted. The three different methods of evaluation were 

compared to see if there were any consistencies or inconsistencies. Participants would 

review one module design in one condition, complete the tasks then answer a 

questionnaire about that condition. They would then review the next module in the 

other condition, complete those tasks and answer a questionnaire about that condition. 

Finally, a brief interview was conducted to talk directly about what they did / did not 

like about each condition.  
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6.1.1 Within-Subject Design 

The experiment is a within subjects Latin Square design with all participants evaluating 

both the Virtual Reality and PDF conditions. There were four unique experiment 

configurations, participants were assigned one type each. 

 

 

  

Module 1 (Theatre) Module 2 (Recovery) 

Condition 1 (PDF) Type A (Theatre PDF 
Recovery VR) 

Type B (Recovery  PDF 
Theatre VR) 

Condition 2 (VR) Type C (Theatre VR 
Recovery PDF) 

Type D (Recovery VR 
Theatre PDF) 

 

 

 

Type A - Theatre Module (PDF) - Recovery Module (VR) 

Type B - Recovery Module (PDF) - Theatre Module (VR) 

Type C - Theatre Module (VR) - Recovery Module (PDF) 

Type D - Recovery Module (VR) - Theatre Module (PDF)  
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6.1.2 Tutorial 

At the beginning of each condition the participants completed a short tutorial, 

designed to take approximately 10 minutes. A consultation room was used for both 

conditions. Participants were asked to complete 3 tasks designed to give them the 

skills to complete the main experiment with the experimenter on hand to answer any 

questions and guide participants if they had difficulties with a task. The VR condition 

also featured a short guide on how to use the various functions and tools available. 

See Figure 17 below for a view of a typical instruction on the clipboard.  

 

 
Figure 17: Tutorial Clipboard 
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Participants were also guided on how to use the Enscape model with onscreen 

instructions and if required, participants were shown how to use Adobe Acrobat 

Reader. See figures 18 & 19. When the tutorial tasks were completed and participants 

had had a chance to ask any questions, the tutorial was ended and the experiment was 

begun.  

 

 
Figure 18: Screenshot from Enscape Model 

 
Figure 19: Screenshot from PDF plan 
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6.1.3 Tasks   

The tasks the participants had to complete tested their understanding of the design by 

testing their ability to:  

 

1. Identify the correct piece of equipment  

2. Review and provide design review feedback. 

3. Identify Errors 

 

Every question required the participants to review the geometric information visible to 

them as well as the metadata which was visible either in the schedules or on the 

clipboard. Each question began with the room number and name in which the relevant 

object was located. The tasks are listed below, with the colour of the question matching 

what it was intended to test. The Recovery condition had the following questions; 

 

1. OS.10 Recovery. How many handwashing stations are required? 

2. OS.15 Staff Station and Resus Bay. What finish is the Staff Station front desk 

joinery? 

3. Select a new finish for the Staff Station from the swatches to the right. Enter 

the colour name below. 

4. OS.10 Recovery. Aside from vinyl what other finish is acceptable behind the 

basin? 

5. OS.13 Clean Utility. Has the Dangerous Drugs Safe been mounted correctly? 

6. OS.15 Staff Station & Resus Bay. Is the Resuscitation trolley located 

correctly? 

7. OS.14 Staff Room. Where is the Boiler / Chiller unit for the tap located? 

8. OS.10b Patient Bay. What is the stainless steel rail behind the bed used for? 

9. OS.11 Dirty Utility. What is the correct sanitiser configuration? 

10. During your review did you come across any CODEWORDS?  
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The Theatre Module had the following questions; 

 

1. OS.01a. Scrub & Bed Bay. Are the non-touch sensors for the taps in Scrub 

bay correctly integrated into the scrub sink? 

2. OS.01a. Scrub & Bed Bay. What colour is the floor vinyl around the scrub 

sink? 

3. Select a new colour from the swatches to the right. Enter the colour and 

product name below. 

4. OS.01 Theatre  In the previous design review, the theatre manager requested 

the large TV screen mounted on the wall has a direct connection to the surgical 

arm, which surgical arm should it be connected to? 

5. OS.01 Theatre The whiteboard mounted on the wall near the surgeons bench 

is a client supplied, contractor installed item. What group number is it? 

6. OS.03 Sterile Store The previous design review requested the bench with the 

computer on it within the sterile store be changed from a standing desk to a 

seated desk. Confirm this has been updated and fixtures are correct. Please 

comment on this configuration. 

7. OS.01 Theatre Confirm which panel was removed from the Theatre Control 

Panel mounted on the wall. 

8. OS.01b Anaesthetic Prep Room Is the wall mounted mask dispenser within 

the anaesthetic preparation room in the correct location? 

9. OS.01b Anaesthetic Prep Room How many Anaesthetic machines should 

there be in OS.01 Theatre and OS.01b Anaesthetic Prep. combined? 

10. During your review did you come across any CODEWORDS? 
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The final task of each condition was to list any codewords found during the experiment. 

Within each module in each condition there were children’s toys placed in unusual 

locations with Codewords in their metadata. This was designed to test whether 

participants would notice obvious errors and explore the design beyond the structured 

review. See Figure 20 below. 

 

The tasks set out above are designed to answer H 1: Using Virtual Reality to view BIM 

metadata will increase the understanding of the architectural design when compared 

to traditional forms of design communication, by evaluating how well the participants 

understand the design between the two different conditions. The participants were also 

timed, which will allow us to answer H 2: Using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata 

will increase the efficiency of the architectural design review when compared to 

traditional forms of design communication. Between measuring how many tasks the 

participant completes correctly and in what time frame we will be able to answer 

whether the design review was more efficient in VR than using a traditional design 

review.   

 

 
 

Figure 20: Children's Toy with Associated Metadata Codewords 
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6.1.4 System Usability Scale 

A System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire was completed by all participants to 

determine the perceived usability of the different review conditions. The SUS is a 

short 10 question Likert scale type survey designed to evaluate the perceived usability 

of various systems. The questionnaire was developed by John Brooke in 1996 to 

quickly measure the perceived usability of various computer systems (Brooke 2013). 

This questionnaire was selected as it has shown to be accurate with few participants 

(Tullis & Stetson 2004). The survey has also been used across various platforms and 

technologies, making it appropriate to test the two vastly different design review 

conditions (Bangor et al, 2008). The 10 questions alternate between positive and 

negative, requiring the participants to read and think about their response carefully 

(Brooke 1996). The questionnaire was designed to assess the overall perceived 

usability, the individual questions are not designed to be analysed by themselves 

(Brooke 2013). See Figure 22 for an example of an SUS questionnaire. A copy of the 

questionnaire used is in Appendix D. SUS scores are recoded and given a value out of 

100, it is important to note that this is not a percentage. Bangor et al (2009), propose a 

letter grading system to understand the SUS score values.  See Figure below 21: 

 

 
Figure 21: SUS with Grade value reproduced from Bangor et al 2009 
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The results from this survey will be compared with the results from the experiment to 

see if there is any correlation between the perceived usability and the task results. The 

questionnaire was administered through Qualtrics (Qualtrics, n.d) through a webpage 

directly after the participants complete the condition tasks.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 22: VR Design Review SUS questionnaire 
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6.1.5 Post Review Questionnaire 

After completing the SUS, participants were asked six follow up questions designed 

to reveal information about the performed tasks. The questions related specifically to 

the task requirements and whether the participants found aspects of these tasks easy 

to complete in each condition. The questionnaire could be compared across the two 

conditions to determine which elements of the design review they found easier in 

each condition. The questionnaire could also be reviewed against task performance to 

help answer whether participants understood the design better in VR. 

 

 
Figure 23: Post Review Questionnaire 
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6.1.6 Interview 

A brief, structured interview was conducted at the end of the experiment. The questions 

asked participants what they did and did not like about each of the modes, along with 

which was their preferred condition. They were also given the chance to give any 

feedback or make any comments about either condition. The interviews were recorded, 

transcribed then analysed for patterns / themes / consistencies. The questions were 

designed to reveal basic preferences and to determine what the participants preferred 

in each of the conditions as well as what they found the most problematic. These were 

the questions asked:  

 

1a. What did you like about the VR Review Condition? 

2a. What did you not like about the VR Review Condition? 

3a. Do you have any further comments about the VR Review Condition? 

1b. What did you like about the PDF Review Condition? 

2b. What did you not like about the PDF Review Condition? 

3b. Do you have any further comments about the PDF Review Condition? 

If the participant reviewed the PDF condition first they were first asked about the PDF 

condition, likewise, if VR was their review condition they were asked about VR first. 

 

The results of the interview, along with the SUS score and Post Review Questionnaire 

data will help us determine which condition participants found to be more usable which 

will enable us to answer H 3: Using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata will increase 

the usability of the architectural design review tool when compared to traditional forms 

of design communication.  
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6.2 Participants 

Participants for the user study were required to have healthcare experience. 20 

Participants signed up to undertake the user study, however, due to unforeseen 

circumstances only 17 were able to participate. Participants were recruited through 

Facebook, Linkedin, direct emails and through known connections. The occupations 

of the participants varied and represented a diverse cross section of experience. 

Participants ranged from 1st year graduates up to seasoned professionals with 10+ years 

experience. The fields varied too, with Pharmacists, Physiotherapist, Nurses, GPs, 

Audiologist and Registrars taking part. The 17 participants consisted of 4 (24%) Males 

and 13 (76%) Females. All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. Most 

participants had never used HMDs before (n=11) while the rest used VR a couple of 

times a year (n=6). Participants were also asked if they had ever reviewed architectural 

plans, 4 out of the 17 participants had. All participants completed the experiment and 

no participants reported any feelings of cybersickness.  The study was approved by the 

ethics committee of the University of Canterbury, HREC 2021/70/LR the completed 

and approved application can be found in Appendix A.   

 

 

6.3 Experimental Setup 

The experiment took place within the HIT Lab NZ at Canterbury University, on the 

first floor of the John Britten Building. The experiment was completed in a private 

student lab. The participants had access to water and a light snack throughout the 

experiment. Participants were carefully monitored for signs of cyber sickness and 

were frequently asked if they were feeling fine to continue.  
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6.4 Procedure 
Participants were greeted at the entrance to the HIT Lab and asked to sign in. The 

experiment took place during the COVID 19 Pandemic so participants wore masks 

until the experiment began. After signing in, participants were directed to an office 

swivel chair in front of 3 computer screens, two to the right and one to the left. (Refer 

Figure 16). Participants were asked to review the consent form (Refer Appendix B) 

and ask any questions they had, especially in regard to potential cyber sickness. The 

user study was voice recorded and the VR condition had a screen capture so the 

experimenter could see what the participants saw.  The participants were made aware 

of the voice recording within the consent form. Participants filled out a Pre-

Experiment Questionnaire – refer Appendix D. Then, they were instructed to 

complete the short tutorial for whichever condition they had been assigned. If VR, 

participants donned the HMD and entered the consultation room where they learnt 

how to use the core functionality, in PDF they reviewed an identical consultation 

room in Enscape and Adobe Acrobat. Once they completed the tutorial tasks, they 

moved on to the main experiment. The main experiment was timed and asked 

participants to complete 10 short tasks. At the completion of the tasks the participants 

would complete the questionnaires about the condition. They were then asked how 

they were feeling and if fine, they would proceed to the next condition where the 

steps above were repeated. Finally, a brief interview was conducted. At the 

completion of this the participants were thanked for their time and offered a $20 

Westfield Voucher.  
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7. Results 

7.1 Task Results 
The participants were overall more successful in the VR condition with more 

participants getting more correct answers. A Wilcoxon signed-ranks Test indicated that 

participants scored statistically significantly higher in the VR condition. Z = -2.334, p 

= .020. The VR condition had an overall mean of 7.00 (SD = 1.32) while the PDF 

condition had an overall mean of 5.29 (SD = 1.86). This is a 32% increase over PDF. 

 

 
 

Figure 24: Box plot graph of task scores 

Descriptive Statistics 

 N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Percentiles 

25th 
50th 

(Median) 75th 
PDF 17 5.294 1.86295 3.00 8.00 3.500 5.0000 7.000 

VR 17 7.000 1.32288 4.00 9.00 6.000 7.0000 8.000 

 
Ranks 

 N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
VR_SCORE - 
PDF_SCORE 

Negative Ranks 4a 5.00 20.00 
Positive Ranks 11b 9.09 100.00 
Ties 2c   

Total 17   
a. VR_SCORE < PDF_SCORE   b. VR_SCORE > PDF_SCORE  c. VR_SCORE = PDF_SCORE 
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Test Statistics a 

 
VR_SCORE - 
PDF_SCORE 

Z -2.334b 
Asymp. Sig. (2-
tailed) 

.020 

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
b. Based on negative ranks. 

 
Of the 17 participants, 11 (64.7%) completed more tasks correctly in the VR condition, 

while 4 (24.3%) completed more tasks correctly in the PDF condition. 2 participants 

got the same score between VR and PDF (11.7%) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Bar graph breaking down task completion by participant 
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Breaking it down by module, in the VR condition of the Theatre Module participants 

averaged 6.5 correct answers (SD = 0.93), while the PDF condition of the Theatre 

Module participants averaged 4.22 correct answers (SD = 1.72). The VR condition of 

the Recovery module averaged 7.44 (SD = 1.51) correct answers while the PDF 

condition averaged 6.5 (SD = 1.20).  

 

The task score cards along with the participant number are shown below. The green fill 

indicates a correct answer while the orange indicates an incorrect answer, the purple 

fill indicates an answer that was discounted as the participant went back through the 

documents after the experiment had ended to answer the question.  The participant 

number is listed to the side.  

 

 

 

 

 

Surgery - PDF Condition 
  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 

P1 3 2 Navy 4 2 it has been done 4 1 2 no 3 

P4 1 2 Black 
Sand 4 2 

computer is still at standing 
height. seated option is 
provided. 

4 2 1 no 6 

P5 3 4 Navy 1 2 

Desk has been changed but 
fixtures remain at standing 
desk height; these have not 
been updated.  

3 1 1 no 4 

P8 1 2 blue 4 4 It is a seated desk, stool is 
adjustable 1 2 4 sting 4 

P9 1 3 Navy 4 2 yes adjustable stool 1 2 3 what?? 3 

P12 1 2 yellow 4 4 Not reconfigured, remains a 
fixed desk  1 1 2 no  3 

P13 1 2 Jade 4 2 
table is an adequate sitting 
height, a stool has been 
provided. 

4 3 2 No. 3 

P16 2 2 Navy 4 4 It has been updated 1 1 2 No I didnt 4 

P17 2 2 blue 1 2 computer screen to high but 
is otherwise now seated  1 2 1 no 8 

                    Mean 4.22 
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Recovery - PDF Condition 
  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 

P2 1 1 corian ice 2 3 1 1 1 1 thats a trick 5 

P3 1 1 Corain Ice 2 3 3 1 2 3 no 5 

P6 2 1 Walnut 2 1 2 1 4 3 NO 7 

P7 1 1 Teak 2 2 2 1 1 3 no 8 

P10 1 1 Teak 2 2 2 1 4 1 No 6 

P11 1 1 eucalyptus 4 2 2 1 4 3 no 6 

P14 2 1 walnut 2 2 2 1 4 3 no 8 

P15 1 1 Walnut 2 3 2 1 1 3 no 7 

                    Mean 6.5 

Surgery - VR Condition 
  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 

P2 1 2 navy 4 2   1 2 3 e 5 

P3 2 2 yellow 2 2 yes chair available 1 1 2 no 6 

P6 2 2 black 3 2 monitor needs to b 
lowered  1 2 2 buzz buzz 8 

P7 2 2 navy 4 2 yes 1 2 1 no 7 

P10 2 3 jade 4 2 Screen is too high 4 2 1 no 6 

P11 1 2 yellow 2 2 computer is too high for 
seated desk 4 2 1 unsure 7 

P14 2 2 jade 4 2 computer at standing 
height 4 2 4 buzz buzz 

sting 7 

P15 2 3 yellow 4 2 the  screen  is  at  standing  
heigt   4 2 1 no 6 

                    Mean 6.5 

Recovery - VR Condition 
  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Total 

P1 2 1 lak 3 1 1 3 1 3   4 
P4 2 1 eucalyptus 2 2 2 4 1 1   7 
P5 2 1 walnut 2 2 2 1 1 3 no 9 
P8 2 1 eucalyptus 2 2 2 1 1 4 no 8 
P9 2 1 teak 2 2 2 1 1 1   8 

P12 2 1 teak 2 2 2 1 1 1 no 8 
P13 2 1 walnut 2 3 1 1 1 3 no 7 
P16 2 1 walnut 2 2 2 1 1 3   9 
P17 2 1 black sand 2 2 3 1 1 1   7 

                    Mean 7.44 
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The first question in each condition was designed to test the participants ability to 

identify errors between the proposed design and the requirements listed in the 

metadata. The design appeared correct, it was only through reading the metadata that 

participants could find the error. The Theatre module asked participants to assess 

whether the touch sensors for the taps had been correctly integrated. The sensors on 

the model had been installed above the taps while the metadata required them to be 

below. 22% of the participants reviewing the design in the PDF condition got this 

correct compared with 75% of participants in VR. Similarly, the Recovery module 

asked participants how many wash hand basins should there be. There was only one 

in the proposed design while the metadata stated there needs to be 1 basin for every 4 

bed bays, with 7 bed bays in the project, 2 basins were actually required. 25% of 

participants viewing the PDF condition got this correct while 100% of participants 

got it correct in VR.  

 

The next question simply asked participants to state the colour of a particular 

material, found in the metadata. This question participants scored similarly, in the 

Recovery module, 100% of participants in both conditions answered this correctly, in 

the Theatre module, 78% of the PDF participants answered it correctly while 75% of 

the VR participants answered this correctly.  

 

The final question in each condition was about the codewords in the BIM metadata of 

the Buzzy Bee toys positioned around each module. This was designed to test 

whether participants would identify any obvious errors or if they would strictly 

answer the tasks. Two participants in the VR condition found them during their 

experiment. One of the participants who found it in the VR condition specifically 

asked if they could go off task and just ‘explore’. When they did this, they found 

multiple codewords and entered rooms that had no specific tasks for them to 

complete. One PDF user went back after being asked for the codewords but this was 

discounted as the purpose was to find them while completing the set tasks.  
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7.2 Time Taken 

The amount of time each participant took varied significantly. For the VR Condition 

the quickest time was 9 minutes and 5 seconds. The shortest time for the PDF 

condition was 12 minutes and 40 seconds. The longest VR time was 21 minutes and 5 

seconds, while the longest time in PDF was 35 minutes and 3 seconds. The mean 

time in VR is 15 minutes and 45 seconds while the mean time in PDF was 22 minutes 

and 46 seconds. Figure 26 below illustrates how much time each participant took to 

complete the tasks.  

 

 
Figure 26: Total Task Completion Time 
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Figure 27: Box plot of Time Taken 

 
The task completion time was converted into seconds and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test 

was run over the figures to determine significance with Z = -2.864 and p = .004 We 

can say the time difference was statistically significant.   

 
Ranks 
 N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
VR_SCORE - 

PDF_SCORE 

Negative Ranks 14a 9.79 137.00 
Positive Ranks 3b 5.33 16.00 
Ties 0c   
Total 17   

a. VR_SCORE < PDF_SCORE b. VR_SCORE > PDF_SCORE c. VR_SCORE = PDF_SCORE 
 
Test Statistics a 
 VR_SCORE - PDF_SCORE 
Z -2.864b 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .004 
a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test b. Based on positive ranks. 
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7.3 System Usability Scale Results 
The VR condition also scored considerably higher on the SUS survey with 78.70 

average SUS score (SD = 10.65) compared to 38.67 (SD = 19.31) for the PDF and 3D 

model condition. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was carried out and showed statistical 

significance between the SUS results with Z = -3.624, p = .001. Previous research into 

SUS study scores showed that fewer than 6% of mean study scores fall below 50 

(Bangor et al, 2008). While 78.70 is only a middling score, based on the lettered scale 

proposed by Bangor et al (2009) this would receive a high C grade. The accepted 

‘passing’ SUS score is considered to be 68 (Lewis & Sauro 2016). The PDF condition 

only 1 participant gave it a score of 67.5. While the VR condition 14 participants gave 

a score over 67.5 (the nearest possible number to 68) The lowest SUS score for the 

PDF condition was 5 while the lowest VR was 62.5. The highest PDF score was 67.5 

while the highest VR was 97.5. See Figure 28 for a graph of the SUS scores. 

 

 
Descriptive Statistics 

 N Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Minimum Maximum 

Percentiles 

25th 
50th 

(Median) 75th 
PDF 17 38.6765 19.30669 5.00 67.50 25.00 40.00 56.25 

VR 17 78.6765 10.64768 62.50 97.50 68.75 80.00 85.00 

 
 
Ranks 

 N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
VR - PDF Negative Ranks 0a .00 .00 

Positive Ranks 17b 9.00 153.00 
Ties 0c   

Total 17   

a. VR_SCORE < PDF_SCORE       b. VR_SCORE > PDF_SCORE         c. VR_SCORE = PDF_SCORE 
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Test Statistics a 
 VR - PDF 
Z -3.624b 
Asymp. Sig. (2-
tailed) 

<.001 

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
b. Based on negative ranks. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 28: Calculated SUS Scores by Participant 
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7.4 Post Review Questionnaire 

After the participants had completed the SUS questionnaire, six other Likert-Scale 

questions were asked, specifically relating to the review condition and how they 

believed they did. The results of this questionnaire are summarised in the following 

graphs. This data was gathered to reveal specifically what the participants thought of 

the various elements of the design review tools. If we were to convert the Likert-

Scale to numbers, rating Strongly Disagree as 1, Disagree as 2 etc and Strongly Agree 

as 5 we can get an average score for each question. Figures 29-31 plots this. 

 

 
Figure 29:Post Review Questionnaire Results 
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Figure 30: VR Questionnaire Participant Responses 

 
Figure 31: PDF Questionnaire Participant Responses 
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Breaking down the response by question we can see that Q4 has the biggest 

difference in response, suggesting that the participants at least perceived viewing 

metadata in VR as easier than PDF. The next biggest difference in response was Q2, 

it was easy to locate the various objects requiring your feedback, with VR scoring 

higher again here. In every question the VR condition received a higher rating. The 

closest rating was Q1, it was easy to locate the various rooms. This is surprising as 

the VR condition required the participants to explore the space to find the rooms 

while the PDF condition had a bookmarked table of contents allowing participants to 

jump directly to each room.  

 

  
 
7.5 Interview Results 
A thematic analysis of the interviews was undertaken. In the interview 16 of the 17 

participants selected VR as their preferred design review condition. The reason for why 

they selected VR varied but followed consistent themes. Seven participants noted that 

VR made it easier to visualise the design, four participants noted that VR was more 

user friendly. Other reasons included that the information was easier to access, two 

participants liked the ‘point and click’ nature of the VR condition and another 

participant liked how you could track comments between reviews (this was common 

to both conditions). One participant preferred VR because of the hands-on aspect.  

 

The person who selected PDF noted that while it was harder to use, they believed the 

PDF contained a lot more technical information.  

 

Participants were asked what they did and did not like about each condition. The VR 

condition had five participants note that it was just like being back in a hospital, they 

“felt like they were in the room”. participants noted that VR was easier to use. Four 

participants noted that it made it easier to visualise the space. 3 participants noted 

specifically that it was easier to access the metadata. Two people mentioned how they 
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could just “point and click” and see the metadata instantly, other participants mentioned 

that it was easier because “not too much information came up at once” 

 
Figure 32: Chart of Q1a and Q2a of the interview - what participants liked and disliked of VR Condition 

 

 
Figure 33: Chart of Q1a and Q2a of the interview - what participants liked and disliked of PDF Condition 
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8. Discussion 

8.1 Discussion of Research Questions and Results 
This research had hoped to determine if viewing BIM metadata in VR, participants 

would be able to conduct a more effective design review. To answer this, three 

hypotheses were tested, these are discussed individually below;  

 

H 1: Using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata will increase the understanding of 

the architectural design when compared to traditional forms of design communication. 

 

To evaluate this, participants were asked to complete a series of tasks in each condition 

to determine how well they understood the design. The results showed a statistically 

significant difference between the two conditions with VR having a higher mean score 

of 7.00 over PDF of 5.29. We can therefore reject the null hypothesis of;  

 

H 0-1: The use of Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata has no effect on the 

understanding of a Healthcare Design. 

 

The second hypothesis set out to test efficiency; 

H 2: Using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata will increase the efficiency of the 

architectural design review when compared to traditional forms of design 

communication. 

 

On average, less time was taken to answer more questions correctly in VR than in PDF. 

The mean time in VR was 15 minutes and 45 seconds while the mean time in PDF was 

22 minutes and 46 seconds. When combined with the higher task completion rate in 

VR this allows us to reject the null hypothesis of:  
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H 0-2: The use of Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata has no effect on the 

efficiency of a Healthcare Design Review. 

 

The third hypothesis addressed the usability of each condition; 

H 3: Using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata will increase the usability of the 

architectural design review tool when compared to traditional forms of design 

communication. 

 

The results clearly illustrate that VR was perceived as more usable than the PDF 

condition. The SUS scores were significantly different in favour of VR, furthermore 

in the interview 16 of the 17 participants selected the VR tool as their preferred 

option. In the Post Review Questionnaire in all six questions the VR condition 

received a higher rating. Leading us to reject the null hypothesis; 

 

H 0-3 The use of Virtual Reality has no effect on the usability of a design review 

tool. 

 

 

The participants in the VR condition completed more tasks correctly in a shorter time. 

The interview results show a strong preference for VR over the PDF + 3D model 

condition with 16 of the 17 participants selecting the VR condition as their preferred 

option. During the interview participants noted that it was much easier to use. The 

results of the SUS questionnaire back this up with a statistically significant difference 

between the PDF and VR conditions. Many participants in the interview (5) noted that 

it was easier to access the metadata in VR, likewise the post review questionnaire also 

showed VR was easier for metadata access. This is reinforced by the higher task 

completion rate within the VR condition. On average less time was taken to complete 

more tasks correctly in the VR condition. Similarly, participants stated in the interview 

and in the questionnaire that they found items easier to identify in VR. Again, this is 

backed up by the higher task completion rate within VR and the higher SUS score. The 
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above results allow us to conclude that VR improves the effectiveness of design 

reviews over traditional forms of communication because participants found it easier 

to use, they completed more tasks correctly and quickly and overall, they preferred this 

tool over the PDF tool.  

 

However, the PDF condition did have its advantages. During the interview several 

participants identified that the PDF drawings appeared to be more accurate and contain 

additional data. This is interesting as the VR condition and the PDF condition contained 

identical data sets. They also appreciated how the elements were coded between the 

plans and the schedule and they enjoyed using the 3D Enscape Model. 

 

It was interesting how few participants noticed or selected the Buzzy Bee toys. These 

were brightly coloured items that clearly didn’t belong in a hospital environment. It is 

also worth noting how all but one participant stuck to the prescribed tasks. This 

participant found more codewords than anyone else. The participants generally kept to 

the structured tasks and did not explore the modules further. 

 

 

 

8.2 Observations 

The participants scored higher in the Recovery module overall. While both modules 

were designed to have the same level of complexity, the participants appeared to be 

less able to complete the tasks in the Theatre module. This could be because operating 

theatres are a highly specialised area that few healthcare workers have significant 

experience in. Many of the participants were clinicians who likely spend more time in 

a recovery type area than in a theatre suite. The highly specialised equipment within 

the theatre would be unfamiliar to many of the participants.  

 

Figure 34 below attempts to determine if there was any correlation between the 

usability (by SUS scores) and task completion. The participants are ranked based on 
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task completion rate and this is used to see if there are any obvious trend lines. The 

PDF Condition has no correlation but a weak correlation can be seen in the VR 

condition.  
 

 
Figure 34: PDF Task and SUS comparison, ranked by Task score 

 

 
Figure 35:VR Task and SUS comparison, ranked by Task score 
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8.3 Limitations 

The study took place toward the end of 2021 in Christchurch, New Zealand during the 

Covid 19 pandemic. This had an impact on the number of people who could participate 

in the experiment, given the participants were healthcare workers, it was particularly 

challenging to recruit people. The study participants were heavily skewed female. 

Future studies should work to address this. 

 

 

The experimenter over-estimated the participants familiarity with Adobe Acrobat 

Reader. It had been assumed they would know the basic tools like zoom and next page 

but this was not always the case. This issue was revealed during the tutorial stage of 

the experiment so was able to be rectified by the experimenter carefully explaining how 

to use the required tool, however if the experiment was to be repeated a more 

structured, formal guide on using Adobe Reader should be considered. 

 

 

There were only two different designs reviewed and the difference in task completion 

rate suggests they were of varying complexity. Further designs should deliberately take 

into account design complexity and test across a variety of complex designs. While the 

two different modules were designed to be of equal complexity the task results would 

suggest this was not the case.  
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9. Conclusion and Future Work 
The research question asked if using Virtual Reality to view BIM metadata increases 

the effectiveness of Architectural Design Reviews. Given the higher task completion 

rate in a shorter time in VR, a higher SUS score and in the interview the feedback was 

generally more positive with 16 out of the 17 participants selecting VR as their 

preferred condition this thesis concludes that yes, Virtual Reality can be used to view 

BIM metadata and that it can increase the effectiveness of design reviews. While the 

results are consistent there are some limitations and further work should be carried to 

address some of these.  

 

The prototype developed to test the hypotheses was only used to conduct one phase of 

a design review, the next phase of the design review is for the architect to review the 

comments and suggestions made by the stakeholders and update the design as required. 

An avenue for future research would be to test whether this design review tool allowed 

for that transfer of knowledge easily and effectively back to the design team. The 

prototype was set up to generate a database file that can be read into the architect’s 

Revit file. When it is read into a particular drawing, any comments made on a specific 

object will turn it bright red, alerting the architect to the requested change. This part of 

the design review process was not included in this research for scope reasons.  

 

The prototype is a custom-built application and required significant setup and 

customisation to get the tool functionality to a level to use in a design review situation. 

While the time to produce the second module (Recovery) was a fraction of the time to 

build the first module (Theatre) there was still as an estimated 40 hours work to create 

and build the second module. There would be some efficiencies over time but to add 

an additional 40 hours worth of work onto a design review is not insignificant, even if 

there is the potential to recoup that time through fewer design changes in the later stages 

of a project.   
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While the participants identified and corrected more errors in the VR condition this is 

not an accurate reflection of a typical design review session. Stakeholders may be 

guided to known issues, however most review sessions have stakeholders evaluating 

the design freely. The participants in this user study were guided toward finding the 

errors and identifying the items through the tasks. One direction for future work would 

be to create a less structured or guided user study where participants are free to explore 

and find the errors on their own. During the study, one participant asked if they could 

deviate from the task list and just explore. This participant found more codewords than 

anyone else and explored more of the VR model than the other participants.  

 

 

With this user study design, the participants identified a clear preference and the high 

completion rate of the tasks, coupled with the quicker completion times point to VR 

being the more effective review tool. 
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Te Komiti Matatika Rangahau | Human Research Ethics Committee   

Te Tononga Rangahau Hōu | Application for a new research project  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
This document is to be completed by any UC Staff member or UC Student seeking Human Research Ethics 
Committee (HREC) approval to conduct research involving human participants. Please complete this 
application after reading the Human Ethics Policy available at https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/study/ethics/ . 
 

Student applications must be reviewed and signed off by the student’s supervisor.   
 
Please remember that your audience for this application form will include community members and 
scholars from outside your discipline. All documentation must therefore be written in everyday 
language.  
 

1. He Whakamahuki | General Information -  
1.1. Project Title: Using Virtual Reality to View BIM Metadata in Architectural Design Reviews for 
Healthcare 
 
1.2. Primary Applicant Details (staff member or student, adjunct, etc.). 
Name: Emma Buchanan 
University School/Department: HIT lab NZ/ Human Interface Technology Lab 
Email address: emma.buchanan@pg.canterbury.ac.nz   
Student ID number (if applicable): 55140426 
 
1.3. Additional research team members, or Supervisors (for student projects) 
University School/ Department: HIT lab NZ/ Human Interface Technology Lab 
Name: Stephan Lukosch  Email address: stephan.lukosch@canterbury.ac.nz 
 
University School/ Department: Civil and Natural Resources Engineering 
Name: Giuseppe Loporcaro  Email address: giuseppe.loporcaro@canterbury.ac.nz 
 
University School/ Department: Click or tap here to enter text. 
Name: Click or tap here to enter text.  Email address: Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
1.4. Does this research involve a clinical trial? 
 
☒       No. 

☐ Yes. Please contact the University’s Financial Controller and inform them about the study for 
insurance purposes https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/finance/people/ 
 

1.5. Is this application for a project that has already received research ethics approval from an 
external ethics committee (e.g., Health and Disability Ethics Committee or another university’s 
ethics committee) or organisation? 
 
☒ No. Please complete this application. 

***For Office Use Only***     HREC Reference: 
 
Date Received:      Reviewers:  
 
Date Approved:     Approved:            (HREC Chair)
      
 

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/study/ethics/
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/finance/people/
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☐ Yes. Please provide details and forward copies of the approved application documentation and 
approval confirmation. Do not complete the rest of this application unless advised. 

 
1.6. What is the academic purpose of the research project? 
Please select one option. 
 
☐ Staff research  ☐Doctoral research (e.g., PhD, EdD)  ☒Master’s research 
   
☐ Honours research   ☐Other (please specify e.g., final year project) Click or tap here to enter 
text. 
 
2. Te Tirohanga Whānui | Project Aims and Overview -  
2.1. Please provide a brief easy-to-read summary of the project (up to approx. 300 words e.g., 

background and purpose of the project). 
 This research seeks to assess whether Virtual Reality (VR) can be used to convey Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) metadata alongside geometric and spatial data in a virtual 
environment and by doing so, determine if it increases the effectiveness of the architectural 
design review by reducing the amount of miscommunication between the architect and the 
stakeholder. Previous research has illustrated the potential for VR to enhance design reviews, 
especially around the ability to convey spatial information (Wingler et al., 2019: Jouppila & 
Tiainen, 2021) but so far there has been limited research into how VR can convey additional 
BIM metadata. A user study will ask participants to complete a series of tasks in a proposed 
hospital design within a virtual reality environment. These tasks will include finding specific 
objects and commenting on design flaws. They will then complete a short interview focused on 
the tasks they completed and a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire to determine if 
usability is a factor in task completion. Participants will be asked to complete a similar 
experiment using architectural plans and a 3d model. The outcomes of the completed tasks will 
be measured to decide whether the participants understood the design better in the virtual 
environment (VR method) or the traditional plan method. 
 

2.2. What are the research objectives (questions or hypotheses) of this project?  
 1. Does Using Virtual Reality to View BIM Metadata Increase the Effectiveness of 
Architectural Design Reviews in Healthcare when compared to other forms of communication?   
1.a Does showing BIM metadata in VR improve the understanding of the design during a design 
review?                                                                                                                                               
1.b Does showing BIM metadata in VR reduce the amount of miscommunication during a design 
review?                                                                                                                                                
1.c Does showing BIM metadata in VR aid in the identification of errors?                                      
This proposal seeks to understand if VR is an effective way to communicate additional BIM 
metadata and whether this increases the effectiveness of the design review process. 
 
2.3. Which research methodology/ies will be used to collect data? 

Please select all that apply. 
 

☒ Survey/ Questionnaire  ☒ Interview  ☐ Kaupapa Māori    
  

☒Experiment   ☐Observational ☐ Focus group     
    
☐ Other (please specify) Click or tap here to enter text. 
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2.4. Does the research involve multiple phases (e.g., survey and focus groups, or multiple 
surveys, or a pilot study followed by a main study)? 
 

☒ No.  
☐ Yes. Please briefly describe each phase (i.e., description, purpose, research methods etc.) Click 

or tap here to enter text. 
 

3. Ngā Tūraru me ngā Matatika | Risks and Ethical Issues 
 
3.1. Please indicate each of the following criteria that apply to this research (either for the 

participant or the researcher) 
 
   YES   NO 

☒ ☐ Physical risks (e.g., Invasive physical procedures or potential for physical harm) 

☐ ☒ Psychological risks (e.g., tasks that might cause emotional stress) 

☐ ☒ Social risks (e.g., peer group involvement, participants are known to the researcher) 

☐ ☒ Employment/professional/service user risks (e.g., if an employer can identify who did/did         

   not participate in a study) 

☐ ☒ Personal or sensitive issues (e.g., that people don’t typically discuss with unfamiliar people) 

☐ ☒ Cross-cultural issues (e.g., topics focussed on aspects of different cultures or countries) 

☐ ☒ Moral or religious issues (e.g., participant demographics and/ or topics involved) 

☐ ☒ Investigation of illegal behaviour(s) 

☐ ☒ Invasion of privacy 

☐ ☒ Collection or use of information that might be disadvantageous to participants 

☐ ☒ Use of information already collected for which agreement of use/confidentiality was  
not agreed upon at the time data was collected 

 
☐ ☒ Conflict of interest (e.g., the researcher is also the lecturer, teacher, treatment provider,  

colleague or employer of the research participants, or there is any other power relationship  
between the researcher and the research participants 

☐ ☒ Participants who are unable to give informed consent (e.g., children under 16 years) 

☐ ☒ Audio or visual recording without participants’ consent 

☐ ☒ Withholding benefits from “control” groups  

☐ ☒ Inducement over a nominal amount to recompense costs, e.g. a $20 petrol voucher 

 

If “YES” was selected for any of the above, please describe the potential risk in detail, and explain how 

this will be mitigated. Please also explain each risk and the steps taken to mitigate these in the 

Participant Information Sheet. In the performance of the tasks and procedures, there is a very low risk 

of cybersickness due to the use of the head-mounted display. The participant might have some 

symptoms, which last from few seconds to several minutes. To avoid such symptoms, the experimenter 

will carefully observe the participant and frequently ask about their status. They are allowed to stop the 
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experiment at any time or extend the period between sessions to as long as needed. We will also offer a 

couch where the participant can relax, and water and mint candy to help them feel better. We also 

strongly recommend the participant does not drive a car after the experiment for about an hour. 

 

4. Ngā Kaiwhakauru | Research Participants  
 
4.1. Who are the participants and why have they been chosen? 
  Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
4.2. What selection criteria and/ or exclusion criteria will be used (e.g., randomly, by age, 

gender, ethnic origin, other)? 
 None 
 
4.3. How many participants will be recruited? 
 

Minimum number: 15  Maximum number: 40 
 
Note: Please include statistical justification if appropriate. If the study involves multiple groups/ phases, please 
state numbers for each group/ phase. 

 
4.4. Will the research involve children or youth aged 17 or younger? 
 

☒ No. (go to 4.5)  
☐ Yes. Please provide details. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
 4.4.1 Will researchers be interacting in-person with children or youth aged 17 or younger? 

 
☒ No. (go to 4.5) 
☐ Yes. Please confirm that each researcher working with children or youth has a current relevant 

professional registration (e.g., NZ Teaching Council) or a current children’s worker safety 
check. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
4.5. Will the research involve adults with diminished capacity to provide informed consent (e.g., 

people with cognitive impairment)?  
☒ No.  
☐ Yes. Please provide details. Click or tap here to enter text. 
 

4.6. Please describe how potential participants will be identified. 
  The researcher has contacts at several healthcare facilities and businesses. These contacts will 

distribute the information sheet to co-workers instructing them to sign up if they wish to be a part of 
the study. 

 
Note: The use of publicly available contact information is recommended. If privately held contact details (e.g., lists 
obtained from organisations) are to be used, participants must have consented to their contact details being used 
for this purpose. If a researcher was to receive private contact details of a third party, this could potentially 
breach the Privacy Act. Usually, if a snowball recruitment method is to be used, participants and/or others should 
be given an information sheet or advertisement that they can give to others, in the hope that those third parties 
will then contact the researcher. Further guidance on privacy can be found in the policies of the University 
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/governance/ucpolicy/ , and on the website of the Privacy Commissioner 
https://www.privacy.org.nz/ 

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/governance/ucpolicy
https://www.privacy.org.nz/
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4.7. Please describe how potential participants will be recruited – i.e., by whom, when, and how 
will information will be given to potential participants? 

 Snowball method – a person who has consented to distribute information (contact of the researcher) 
about the experiment will distribute details to their wider community directing potential participants 
to the sign-up page. Facebook, personal contacts. Information sheets will be sent to known contacts at 
Pacific Radiology, Nurse Maude, CDHB, Southern Cross and several local pharmacies these will then be 
distributed within these work places with directions for potential participants to sign up if they wish. 
Facebook groups the researcher is a member of will also be used. If the potential participants are 
interested in the experiment they can book the user study by the link or scan the QR code provided in 
the flyer to book a time. The experimenter will be notified once there is a new booking including 
experiment time and participants name and email information. The experimenter will send an 
information sheet and consent form to the participant before the experiment. Note this link will be 
included in the flyer when HREC approval is received and times for the experiment have been 
confirmed. 

 
Note: Please detail the specific processes used to provide project information and to obtain consent. It is 
important that  these processes allow the participant the opportunity to say no or withdraw without stress, 
embarrassment or difficulty. 

 
Note: It is generally expected that participants will receive project information, which they must be able to retain, 
before being asked to provide consent. Participants should be provided with sufficient time and space (free from 
any form of  pressure) to decide whether or not they will participate. For example, provision of information to 
participants several days before any interview or focus group is recommended.  
4.8. Will the recruitment process involve the use of emails, advertisements, phone calls or 
other forms of contact with potential participants? 

 
 ☐ No. 

 ☒ Yes. Please include copies of emails, advertisements and/ or oral scripts with the application  
(including e-advertising, e.g., Facebook) and discuss any permissions that you have or might need to 
seek (e.g., from organisers of social media/blog/comments pages). Refer Appendix – This is the 
Information Flyer 

 
4.9. Will each participant receive written project information? 
 

☒ Yes. Please attach a copy of each version of the Information Sheet as an appendix. 
 Click or tap here to enter text. 
☐ No. Please provide supporting rationale. Click or tap here to enter text. 

   
Note: It is expected that all participants receive written project information (exceptions could be participants who 
have difficulty reading or where there are cultural reasons). Separate Information Sheets should be provided for 
different participant groups, e.g., child and parent versions, teachers, organisation managers. See here for 
examples: https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/study/ethics/ 

 
4.10. Please describe the procedures to be followed if more people express interest in 

participating than can be accommodated, or the planned recruitment is not successful in 
recruiting the target number of participants. 

 This experiment is targeting to recruit 40 participants, so we will create a booking 
system,which contains 40 time slots that the participants can choose. Once one booking is 
confirmed,the relevant time slot is not available until the experiment is fully booked. If the 
experiment is fully booked, we will update the experiment status through a post on the social 
media platform. The advertisement will be posted online until the experiment is fully booked. 

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/study/ethics/
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We will keep posting information on this experiment as long as we have found a sufficient 
number of participants. 

 
4.11. How much time will participation involve for an individual participant?  
 40-60mins 

Note: For research with multiple phases, please provide an anticipated time for each phase and an overall total 
time. If the project involves long interviews or observations, please consider offering breaks. 

 
4.12. What are the anticipated benefits to participants? 
 None 
 
4.13. Will some form of inducement be used to support recruitment (e.g., vouchers, koha, food, 

contribution to course assessment, reimbursement of a direct cost)? 
 
 ☐ No. 
 ☒ Yes. Please provide specific details on the type and amount of inducements, and the source of    

funding for the inducements. $20 Westfield gift card 
 
 Note: inducements should acknowledge participants’ contribution to the research or provide reimbursement 

 of direct costs incurred (e.g., travel). Refer to information about vouchers and incentives on HREC webpages for a 
more detailed explanation. 

 
4.14. Will information about participants be obtained from any source other than the 

participant? 
 
 ☒ No. Go to section 5. 
 ☐ Yes. Please provide specific details about the source, procedures and why this information is 

needed. Click or tap here to enter text. 
  

Note: For example, medical, educational, personnel or other confidential records. Please ensure the information 
sheet is very clear about any data gathered in this way and explain how you intend to gain permission to use the 
data.  

 

5. Te Whakaae a ngā Kaiwhakauru | Consent by participants 
 

5.1.  Is each participant capable of providing informed consent to participate? 
 

☒ Yes. 
☐ No. Please provide details. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
Note: Children and young adults under the age of 16 years (or 18 years if still at school) require 
parental/caregiver consent. Adults who have impairments that limit their capacity to represent themselves also 
need caregiver/ legal guardian/ advocate consent. Such participants should be provided with a suitable 
information sheet and provide written or oral ‘assent’ as appropriate. 

5.2.  How will consent be obtained from each participant? 
 
☒ A signed consent form. Please attach a copy as an appendix. Click or tap here to enter text.  
☐ Online survey/questionnaire consent statement.  
☐ Other. Please provide details.Click or tap here to enter text. 
   

Note: Where you do not intend to gain written consent, (i.e., where you will rely on oral consent etc.) please 
justify and explain how you will obtain consent (e.g., recording the oral consent is often appropriate). 
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Note: Projects that only involve an anonymous questionnaire may not necessarily require a separate consent 
form, provided that the questionnaire includes relevant study information, your name and contact number. 

 
5.3.  Will the research involve any of the following activities? 

 
☒ Audio or video recording. 
☐ Publication of identifying information (e.g., names, organisations etc). 
☐ Retention of data for future use by other researchers. 
☐ Future use of participants’ contact information. 
☐ Parental or caregiver consent for child participants/those unable to provide consent. 
☐ None of the above. 

 
If applicable, please ensure participants are clearly informed about these aspects of the research and provide 
specific consent for each one.  

Note: Even when decisions are taken by another (e.g., caregiver), it is good practice to seek the 
assent (agreement of someone who is unable to give full informed consent) of the person on a regular basis and 
watch out for verbal or nonverbal signs of distress or disengagement. 

For future use of contact information, please provide the rationale and confirm that specific consent for this will 
be sought in the Consent Form. Click or tap here to enter text. 

6. Te Hanga Ngātahi me te iwi Māori | Engagement and Co-design with 
Māori  
This information informs the committee about aspects of the research that may have implications for Māori and the 
need for Māori engagement and co-design considerations. 
 
Will the research involve -  
 
YES NO 
 
☐ ☒        Intentional recruitment of Māori participants? 
☐ ☒        Recording of ethnicity for reporting of Māori participants’ data? 
☐ ☒        Implications for iwi Māori stemming from the design, implementation or outcomes? 
☐ ☒        Significant Māori content, use of culturally sensitive material or knowledge? 
☐ ☒        Access to Māori sites, or sampling of flora/fauna? 
 
Note: If the answer is ‘YES’ to any of the criteria above, please contact a Kaiārahi Māori/Māori research advisor. 
Contact details for Kaiārahi and other important information and advice regarding engaging and co-designing 
research with Māori are available at https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/leadership/senior-leadership-team/avc-
maori/contact-us/ . Kaiārahi will be able to help assess whether to seek further co-design and engagement, and 
whether to contact the Ngāi Tahu Consultation and Engagement Group (NTCEG). If a Māori steering group/senior 
Māori advisor is working with you on the project, please check with them on the need for contact with NTCEG. 
 
Please provide evidence that engagement has occurred OR, if it is underway, provide a copy of the outcome once it is 
available. 
Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
7. Ētahi atu Hunga |  Other Organisations, Community groups or 
Interested Parties 
 
7.1. Will the research require permission from, or consultation with, another organisation (e.g., 

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/leadership/senior-leadership-team/avc-maori/contact-us/
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/leadership/senior-leadership-team/avc-maori/contact-us/
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 school, government agency, business, community group etc.) to recruit participants or 
access information? 

 
☐ No.  
☒ Yes. Please provide details.  Flyer will be distributed with relevant information to leaders within 

health organisations and they will then forward this on to relevant staff members who can 
sign up if interested. See Appendix. 

 
Note: For example, Parents, guardians, school principals, teachers, boards, responsible authorities including 
employers, etc.  If the response is yes, please explain how this approval has been or will be obtained (and attach 
copies of relevant correspondence). 

 
Note: Consultation with a community is recommended when the research involves participants from an 
identifiable group (e.g., geographically-bounded, like-minded individuals, specific hobbyists, specific professional 
group). A useful, though not exhaustive test of whether a community should be consulted, is whether that 
community has a leadership group that can be contacted. Once support or approval is obtained please forward 
this to HREC. The HREC understands that in many cases, consultation is informal, and does not produce official 
approval documents. In such cases, simply note with whom consultation has taken place, why it is those 
particular communities/ individuals, and provide contact information. 

 
7.2. Is the research funded by, or carried out on behalf of, another organisation? 
 

☐ No.   
☒ Yes. Please provide details. Ada Rutherford Trust Scholarship 

 
7.3. Is an Intellectual Property (IP) or Data Sharing agreement with an external organisation in 
place for this research?  
 

☒ No.  
☐ Yes. Please attach a copy of any such agreements. Click or tap here to enter text. 
 

7.4. Is it possible that an organisation (e.g., school, business, employer) will be named or be able 
to be identified in any publication or presentation resulting from the research?  
 

☒ No.   
☐ Yes. Please explain if you intend to seek organisational approval for this, or why you have 
decided not to seek this approval. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
7.5. Is there any conflict of interest (potential, perceived, or actual) for the researcher(s) and/or 

organisation(s) involved? 
 

☒ No.   
☐ Yes. Please describe and note how this is to be managed. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
The UC Conflict of Interest Policy can be found here 
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/governance/ucpolicy/general/conflict-of-interest-policy-principles-and-
guidelines/  

 
8. Ētahi atu Hunga | Location of Research  
8.1. Where will the research take place?    
Level 2, John Britten Building, HIT Lab NZ, University of Canterbury, 
Note: Locations should provide sufficient privacy and comfort for participants. It is generally recommended that 
interviews are NOT conducted in private homes. The HREC appreciates that in some cases there may be good 

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/governance/ucpolicy/general/conflict-of-interest-policy-principles-and-guidelines/
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/governance/ucpolicy/general/conflict-of-interest-policy-principles-and-guidelines/
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academic reasons for conducting research in private homes. If you believe this applies to your project, please provide 
concise justification of why research in private homes is necessary for your project, and detail how you anticipate and 
will seek to mitigate potential risks to both participants and researchers when undertaking research in private homes 
(e.g., by attaching a researcher safety or fieldwork plan). 
 
Note: in the case of research involving children, young adults and participants who need particular care, an adult other 
than the researcher is required to be present. 
 
8.2. Will any participants be located outside Aotearoa New Zealand? 
 

☒ No.   
☐ Yes. Please provide details.Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
8.3. Will the researcher(s) be based outside Aotearoa New Zealand? 
 

☒ No.  
 ☐ Yes. Please provide details. Click or tap here to enter text. 
 

Note: The Postgraduate Office must be informed of any student overseas travel for research purposes. 
 
8.4. Will any research documents require translation into another language? 
 

☒ No.  
☐ Yes. Please provide details (i.e., which documents, what languages, who will provide the 
translation). Copies of translated material should be provided with the application. Click or tap here 
to enter text. 

 
9. Ngā Tirohanga me ngā Rārangi Uiui | Surveys or Questionnaires  
 
9.1. Will a survey or questionnaire be used to collect data? 
 

☐ No. Go to section 10.  
☒ Yes. Please provide a copy of the survey or questionnaire as an appendix. See appendix 

 
9.2. How will the survey or questionnaire be distributed and responses collected? 
 

☒ Online via Qualtrics.   
☒ Other. Please describe procedures. Some questions will be answered within the VR experience 

 
Note: The University has a Qualtrics licence in place for all staff and students. All online surveys of UC staff or 
students must use Qualtrics. If the research involves an online survey platform other than Qualtrics please 
provide the rationale https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/ako/evaluation-and-student-insights/qualtrics-
survey-support/ 

 
9.3. Will the survey or questionnaire responses be anonymous, confidential, or neither? 
 

☒ Anonymous (i.e., no personal or identifying information is captured that can be linked with 
participant responses) 

 
Note: Qualtrics provides a facility that supports separate capture of participant contact details for the return 
of study findings and/ or an incentive prize draw to ensure participant anonymity 
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/ako/evaluation-and-student-insights/qualtrics-survey-support/ . 
 

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/ako/evaluation-and-student-insights/qualtrics-survey-support/
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/ako/evaluation-and-student-insights/qualtrics-survey-support/
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/ako/evaluation-and-student-insights/qualtrics-survey-support/
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☐ Confidential (i.e., personal or identifying information is captured and will be stored securely, not 
disclosed, reported or published). 
 
Note: Researchers must ensure that stored data is separated into identifying data (e.g., consent forms, coding 
forms), and disguised (e.g., coded data, identities obscured in transcripts).  This can be done by assigning 
participants a code on the consent form, and using that code on any data, or transcripts, etc. 

 
☐ Neither anonymous nor confidential. Please provide rationale Click or tap here to enter text. 

  
9.4. If the research involves an online survey/questionnaire presented to UC students please confirm 

that the UC Student Evaluation and Insights team has been consulted and provided approval 
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/ako/evaluation-and-student-insights/student-survey-policy--
survey-calendar/  . 

 
☒ Not applicable. 
☐ Student Evaluation and Insights team has been consulted and provided approval. 

 

10. Ngā Uiuinga | Interviews  
 
10.1. Will interviews be used to collect data? 
 

☐ No. Go to section 11. 
☒ Yes. Please describe the interview procedures (e.g., welcome/ introduction/ refreshments) and 
provide a list of the planned questions (for structured/ semi-structured interviews) or discussion 
topics (for unstructured interviews). After the Post-Review Questionnaire is complete we will ask if 
they have any further comments about the experiment, what they did and did not like about the 
review tool. 

 
10.2. Will interviews be recorded? 
 

☐ No.  
☒ Yes. Please indicate the type (i.e., audio, video) and purpose of the recording. Record audio and 
video for data analysis 

 
Note: Recorded digital files should be uploaded to secure storage and deleted from portable recording devices 
as soon as practical. Participants must be fully informed about, and consent to, the use of recordings. 
 

10.3. Will participants be offered a copy of the interview transcript to review/ confirm? 
 

☒ No. 
☐ Please describe the process and timeline (e.g., when and how will participants be provided with 
the transcript? How long will they have to review and advise of any amendments, etc.?) Click or 
tap here to enter text. 

 
10.4. Will a person outside the research team be used to transcribe interviews? 
 

☒ No. 
☐ Yes. Please attach a copy of the confidentiality agreement as an appendix. 
 Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
Note: UC’s CEM provides a fee-based transcription service https://www.cem.canterbury.ac.nz/data-
entry/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fdata-entry  

 

https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/ako/evaluation-and-student-insights/student-survey-policy--survey-calendar/
https://www.canterbury.ac.nz/about/ako/evaluation-and-student-insights/student-survey-policy--survey-calendar/
https://www.cem.canterbury.ac.nz/data-entry/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fdata-entry
https://www.cem.canterbury.ac.nz/data-entry/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fdata-entry
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11. Ngā Rōpū Arotahinga | Focus Groups, Hui, Wānanga, Talanoa  
 
11.1. Will focus groups, Hui, Wānanga, or Talanoa be used to collect data? 
 

☒ No. Go to section 12. 
☐ Yes. Please describe the process (e.g., the number of people in each group, 
welcome/introduction, refreshments) and provide a list of the planned questions/discussion topics. 
 
Please include a copy of the confidentiality statements that all participants will sign OR explain how 
the confidentiality of participants will be protected. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
11.2. Will the focus group, Hui, Wānanga or Talanoa be recorded? 
 

☒ No. 
☐ Yes. Please indicate the type of recording to be used.  
 
☐ Audio  ☐ Video  ☐ Field notes  ☐ Photos 

 
Note: Recorded digital files should be uploaded to secure storage and deleted from portable recording devices 
as soon as practical. Participants must be fully informed about, and consent to, the use of recordings. 

 
11.3. Will a person outside of the research team be used to transcribe these discussions? 
 

☒ No. 
☐ Yes. Please attach a copy of the confidentiality agreement as an appendix. 
 Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
11.4. Will participants be asked to review a transcript of the discussion? 
 

☒ No. 
☐ Yes. Please describe the process and timeline (e.g., when and how will participants be provided 
with the transcript, how long will they have to review and advise of any amendments etc.). Please 
also describe how confidentiality/privacy issues will be addressed. Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
Note: Please note that issues of privacy and confidentiality arise when participants receive a transcript that 
includes statements or information attributable to other individuals in the group. Ensuring participants are 
fully informed about this at the point of providing consent is important. 

 
12.   Ngā Whakamātau, ngā Whakatātare | Experimental* or 
observational studies *Experimental studies include intervention research involving measurement 
of any individual or group changes in response to teaching or learning activities. 

 
12.1. Will the research involve an experiment, or observation of participants? 
 

☐ No. Go to section 13. 
☒ Yes. Please briefly describe the experiment or observations.Participants will be asked to review 

designs under two different conditions and their responses between the two will be measured.  
 
12.2. Will the experiment or observations involve audio, video or photographs of participants? 
 

☐ No. Go to Section 13.   
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☒ Yes. Please indicate: 
 

☒ Audio 
 ☒ Video 

☐ Photographs. 
 

Please specify below how you will avoid capturing those who are not participants in your research. The 
experiment takes place within a private room at the University of Canterbury. During the experiment no 
one other than the researcher and the participant will have access. 
 
Note: Recorded digital files should be uploaded to secure storage and deleted from portable recording devices as soon 
as practical. Participants must be fully informed about, and consent to, the use of recordings.  

 
13. Te Nukarau | Deception  
 
13.1. Will the research involve any deception (e.g., some study objectives are withheld from 
participants until after they have completed tasks)? 
 

☒ No. Go to section 14. 
 ☐ Yes. Please describe the deception, the rationale for the deception, and the debriefing process. 

 Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
☐ A copy of the debriefing sheet is attached (this should typically include reasons for the 
deception, further relevant study details and information advising participants that they can 
withdraw from the study once they are made aware of the deception). Click or tap here to enter 
text. 

 

14.  Ngā Raraunga: te kohi, te pātengi, te whakamahi | Data collection, 
storage and use 
 
14.1. Does the research involve the collection and storage of electronic data?  
 

☐ No. 
☒ Yes. Please describe the secure storage procedures. . Data will be stored in a HIT Lab NZ 

serverissued by the Lab to which only the researchers and the university have access to. All data 
will be stored insecure/password-protected machines and in buildings/rooms that have controlled 
access. A code will beassigned to the participant on the consent form, which will be used on the 
data collected during theexperiment. 
 

Note: Secure storage of data should, when possible, utilise UC computer servers, password-protected devices, 
and individually password-protected files for data containing identifiable and/or sensitive data. The HREC 
acknowledge that data is often stored on staff/ student portable or home-based computers and external hard 
drives. These files should be backed up to UC server and password-protected on devices.  

 
14.2.  Does the research involve collection and storage of physical data (e.g., paper documents)?  
 

☐ No. 
☒ Yes. Please describe the secure storage procedures.All the collected hard copies of signed 

consentforms will be stored in a cabinet of the research team. Only the research team can access the 
cabinet with aphysical key. 
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Note: the HREC recommend that paper documents are either scanned to electronic copies and destroyed, or 
stored in lockable cabinets in lockable UC spaces (e.g., staff or student offices). 

 
14.3.  Are any comments or quotes from participants to be used in any publication or 

presentation? 
 

☐ No. 
☒ Yes. Please ensure participants are clearly informed in the information sheet, and consent to this 
in their consent form. 

 
14.4. Are there plans to make these data available to researchers outside the research team? 
 

☒ No. 
☐ Yes. Please provide details. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 
Note: the HREC recommend that confidentiality agreements are in place when sensitive or identifiable data is 
made available to external researchers. Please note that participants should be clearly advised on the 
Information sheet, and consent to this data sharing in the consent form.  

 
14.5.  Please confirm when the data will be securely destroyed  
 
  ☐ 10 years after completion of the research project (Staff/PhD research). 
   ☒ 5 years after completion of the research project (Master’s research). 
  ☐ On completion of the research project (Honours or undergraduate project research). 
  ☐ Other. Please provide details. Click or tap here to enter text. 
 

Note: If data retention and destruction plans differ from the UC guidelines above, please provide the details 
and rationale. For example, some funders (such as MBIE) may require permanent or indefinite retention of the 
data.  

 
14.6.  Please indicate where data may be published or used (select all that apply). 
 
  ☒ Academic or professional journal article(s). 
  ☒ Academic or professional conference, seminar or workshop. 
  ☒ Thesis (e.g., PhD or Masters) available in the UC Library. 
  ☐ Dissertation or project report (e.g., Honours) NOT available in the UC library. 
  ☒ Organisations (e.g., Government agencies, schools). 
  ☐ Other. Please provide details.Click or tap here to enter text. 
 
14.7.  Will participants be offered a summary of the results? 
 

☒ Yes. 
☐ No. Please provide the rationale. Click or tap here to enter text. 

 

15.  Ngā Tauākī me te Tukunga |  
Applicant declaration, signatures and submission 

 
15.1. Researcher’s Declaration 

☒ I am applying for Ethical Approval for the research project as outlined above. 

☒ The project has been accurately described in this application and I have included all the 
necessary documents and information to support this application. 
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☒ I will conduct this research within the bounds of any approval given by the Human Research 
Ethics Committee of the University of Canterbury. 

☒ I will inform the Committee in writing should circumstances relevant to this application 
change, and if necessary obtain approval for an amendment.  
 

Principal Researcher’s Name: Emma Buchanan 

Signed (type or e-signature):   Emma Buchanan 

Date: 30/08/2021 

Note: The principal researcher is the student or staff member leading the research. 
 

15.2 For Academic Supervisors of Student projects only (tick/check all that apply) 
Please note that applications for ethical approval are not usually considered if the student has not 
submitted their research proposal for registration. 
 

☐ This is a student project that does not require a research proposal OR  

☒ The student has submitted or registered their research proposal for consideration.  
☒ I have read the student’s application for ethical approval including any appendices such as 
Information Sheets and Consent Forms as required. 

☒ I undertake to work with the student on any revisions required by the University’s Human 
Research Ethics Committee before these revisions are returned.  

 
Academic Supervisor’s Name: Stephan Lukosch   
 

Signed (type or e-signature):  Click or tap here to enter text.   
 
Date: 26 August 2021  
 
15.3 Submission Instructions 
Please email ONE electronic file (.pdf or Word format only) containing this completed application and ALL 
relevant documents clearly identified (e.g., study advertisement, Information sheet, Consent form etc.) 
to 
human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz  

 
Please include a list of references for any citations used in the 
Application Form below: 
 
Jouppila, T., & Tiainen, T. (2021). Nurses’ Participation in the Design of an Intensive Care Unit: 
The Use of Virtual Mock-Ups. HERD: Health Environments Research & Design Journal, 14(2), 
301–312. https://doi.org/10.1177/1937586720935407                                                                  
Wingler, D., Machry, H., Bayramzadeh, S., Joseph, A., & Allison, D. (2019). Comparing the 

mailto:human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz
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Effectiveness of Four Different Design Media in Communicating Desired Performance Outcomes 
With Clinical End Users. HERD: Health Environments Research & Design Journal, 12(2), 87–99. 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1937586718796626 
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Advertisements 

A. Consent Form 
B. Information Flyer 
C. Info Sheet 
D. Recruitment Email 

 
  



 

 
 

Department HitLab 
Telephone: +64 3 369 0219    
Email: emma.buchanan@pg.canterbury.ac.nz 
30.08.2021 
HEC Ref: TBD 
 

Using Virtual Reality to View BIM Metadata in Architectural Design Reviews for Healthcare  
Consent Form for Participants 

 

□ I have been given a full explanation of this project and have had the opportunity to ask questions. 

□ I understand what is required of me if I agree to take part in the research. 

□ I understand that participation is voluntary and I may withdraw at any time without 
consequences. Withdrawal of participation will also include the withdrawal of any 
information I have provided should this remain possible. 

□ I understand that any information or opinions I provide will be kept confidential to the researcher. I 
understand that any published or reported results will not identify me 

□ I understand that a thesis is a public document and will be available through the UC. 

□ I understand that all data collected for the study will be kept in locked and secure facilities and/or 
in password protected electronic form. I understand the data will be destroyed after five years. 

□ I understand the risks associated with taking part and how they will be managed  

□ I agree to being audio and video recorded. I understand how this recording will be stored and 
used. 

□ I understand that I can contact the researcher Emma Buchanan 
emma.buchanan@pg.canterbury.ac.nz or supervisor Stephan Lukosch 
stephan.lukosch@canterbury.ac.nz  for further information. If I have any complaints, I can contact 
the Chair of the University of Canterbury Human Research Ethics Committee, Private Bag 4800, 
Christchurch,  (email: human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz). 

□ I would like a summary of the results of the project.  

□ I consent to my contact information being kept and used by researchers to contact me about 
future, related research opportunities. 

□ By signing below, I agree to participate in this research project. 
 
Name: Signed: Date:   

 
Email address (for report of findings, if applicable):   

 
 

mailto:emma.buchanan@pg.canterbury.ac.nz
mailto:stephan.lukosch@canterbury.ac.nz
mailto:human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz


 
 
 
Participants needed for a User Study around healthcare design reviews in 

Virtual Reality. 
 

  
 
 
We are looking for volunteers to participate in a study to explore the feasibility of using VR for 
healthcare design reviews.  
 
You will be asked to: 
 

1. Wear a VR headset (Oculus Quest 2) to review a fictious theatre suite. During the review 
you will be asked to complete a series of review tasks.  

2. Review a second design using PDF and 3D model on a computer screen. During the 
review you will be asked to complete a series of review tasks. 

3. At the completion of the two reviews you will complete relevant questionnaires and 
provide some feedback on the experiment. 

 
The expected duration of the study is approximately 40-60mins in total. 
Each participant will receive a $20 voucher at the end of the study 
This study has been reviewed and approved by the UC Human Research Ethics Committee. 
 
For more details or to participate in this study, please book from the following link: 
Or scan the QR code. 
 
 
 
 
 
Contact: Emma Buchanan – emma.buchanan@pg.canterbury.ac.nz 



 

 
 

Department HitLab 
Telephone: +64 3 369 0219 
Email: emma.buchanan@pg.canterbury.ac.nz 
20.08.2021 
HEC Ref: TBD 
 

Using Virtual Reality to View BIM Metadata in Architectural Design Reviews for Healthcare  
Information Sheet for participants 

Kia ora 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study on Virtual Reality for Design reviews in Healthcare. This 
study is being conducted by Emma Buchanan from the University of Canterbury  ׀ Te Whare Wānanga o 
Waitaha (UC). Other research team members include Stephan Lukosch and Giuseppe Loporcaro. The study is 
being carried out as a requirement for the Masters in Human Interface Technologies (MHIT). 
 
What is the purpose of this research? 
This research aims to determine whether the use of Virtual Reality can improve the design review process 
within Healthcare projects. We are interested in finding out whether incorporating additional metadata such 
as material information, connection requirements, specific item information within virtual reality aids in the 
understanding of a proposed design. The information from this study will help to determine if there are 
advantages in conducting design reviews within virtual reality with relevant metadata.  
 
Why have you received this invitation? 
You are invited to participate in this research because you have expressed an interest in doing so. 
Your participation is voluntary (your choice). If you decide not to participate, there are no consequences. 
Your decision will not affect your relationship with me, the University of Canterbury or any member of the 
research. 
 
What is involved in participating? 
If you choose to take part in this research, you will be asked to review two hospital designs. One within 
virtual reality using a head mounted display, and one using PDFs and a desktop 3D model. During these 
reviews you will complete a series of review tasks and at the completion of the review answer two short 
questionnaires. We estimate that your participation will take around 40-60 minutes. Note the experiment 
will be recorded to allow the experimenter to review answers, this is primarily for audio content but the 
visual helps the experiment locate key parts of the discussion. No one other than the experimenter will view 
these recordings. 
 
Are there any potential benefits from taking part in this research? 
At the conclusion of the study I will provide you with a $20 Westfield Voucher.  You will get this voucher 
even if you withdraw from the experiment. 
 
Are there any potential risks involved in this research? 
In the performance of the tasks and procedures, there is a very low risk of cybersickness due to the use of 



the head-mounted display. You might have some symptoms, which last from few seconds to several 
minutes. To avoid such symptoms, the experimenter will carefully observe you and frequently ask about 
your status. You are allowed to stop the experiment at any time or extend the period between sessions to as 
long as you need. You will not need to provide a reason for your withdrawal. We will also offer a couch 
where you can relax, and water and mint candy to help you feel better. We also strongly recommend you do 
not drive a car after the experiment for about an hour.  
 
What if you change your mind during or after the study? 
You are free to withdraw at any time. To do this, please let me know either during the study or after you 
have finished. I/we will remove any information you have provided up to that point from the data set if it is 
still possible this may be difficult or impossible after late October when data is combined and analyzed. 
 
What will happen to the information you provide?  
All data will be confidential. To ensure your identity is not known to anyone outside the research team, we 
will keep your signed consent form in files separate from your observation results. Your identity will not be 
shared with anyone outside the research team. 
 
We will store all study data in password-protected files on the University of Canterbury computer network 
or in lockable cabinets in lockable offices.  
 
All data will be destroyed five years after completion of the study/publication of study findings. We will be 
responsible for making sure that only members of the research team use your data for the purposes 
mentioned in this information sheet. 
 
Will the results of the study be published? 
The results of this research will be published in a Master’s thesis. This thesis will be available to the general 
public through the UC library. Results may be published in peer-reviewed, academic journals. Results may 
also be presented during conferences or seminars to wider professional and academic communities. You will 
not be identifiable in any publication. A summary of results will be sent to all participants who request a 
copy of these. 
 
Who can you contact if you have any questions or concerns? 
The project is being carried out by Emma Buchanan under the supervision of Prof Stephan Lukosch who can 
be contacted at emma.buchanan@pg.canterbury.ac.nz. and stephan.lukosch@canterbury.ac.nz, 
respectively. They will be pleased to discuss any concerns you may have about participation in the project 
This study has been reviewed and approved by the University of Canterbury Human Research Ethics 
Committee (HREC). If you have concerns or complaints about this research, please contact the Chair of the 
HREC at human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz). 
 
What happens next? 
Please review the consent form. If you would like to participate, please sign and return the consent form to 
the researcher. 

mailto:human-ethics@canterbury.ac.nz


 

 
 
 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
 

Hi___________________________ 
I'm completing my Masters in Human Interface Technologies at the HIT lab NZ at the University of 
Canterbury. I'm looking to find volunteers to participate in a short experiment I'm running. Please see the 
attached brochure for further information (Information Flyer.docs). I'd really appreciate it if you can 
forward this along to your colleagues and anyone else who may be interested in participating in the 
study. Note I'm looking for people who live locally in Christchurch and have experience working in 
healthcare facilities. Participants will be given a $20 Westfield voucher as a thank you for their time. The 
study is anticipated to last 40-60mins. 

 
 
 
 
Email: emma.buchanan@pg.canterbury.ac.nz  
Or sign up directly here: ____________________________ 

mailto:emma.buchanan@pg.canterbury.ac.nz
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C. Appendix C: PDFs 

-  Theatre (Derived from AusHFG) 
-  Recovery (Derived from AusHFG) 
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CODE DESCRIPTION
MMOP-085 TROLLEY: anaesthetic
MMOP-096 DISPLAY SCREEN: AV integration
MMOP-097 DISPLAY SCREEN: AV integration
MMOP-099 DEVICE: imaging, ultrasound, anaesthetic
MMOP-100 WARMER: patient, intraoperative
MMSP-026 SERVICES PANEL: wall mounted
MMSP-034 PENDANT: single, dual arm, surgical &

anaesthetic combined (fixed or adjustable
height)

SIGN-01B Anaesthetic Prep Room
SIGN-03 STERILE STORE
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height

CODE DESCRIPTION
MMGE-100 SUCTION BOTTLE
MMGE-122 TROLLEY: gowns
MMGE-123 TROLLEY: instrument
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation
MMGE-142 TROLLEY: sharps bin
MMGE-164 WORKSTATION ON WHEELS: clinical, mobile
MMGE-167 CHAIR: surgeon
MMGE-168 STAND: infusion pump, mobile
MMOP-028 KICKBUCKET & STAND
MMOP-040 MACHINE: anaesthetic with integral monitors
MMOP-043 MACHINE: electrosurgical, diathermy
MMOP-048 MICROSCOPE: ENT, surgical
MMOP-069 STAND: bowl, single
MMOP-071 STOOL: operating, mobile
MMOP-074 SYSTEM: smoke evacuation
MMOP-076 TABLE: mayo
MMOP-080 TABLE: operating, mobile, electric

CODE DESCRIPTION
MGAS-022 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on services panel
MGAS-031 OUTLET: nitrous oxide (N2O), on Pendant
MGAS-041 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on Pendant
MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel
MGAS-051 OUTLET: scavenge, on pendant
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel
MGAS-074 OUTLET: tool air, on pendant
MGFP-001 ALARM PANEL: medical gases
MGFP-002 FLOWMETER: medical air
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen
MGFP-007 CONTROL PANEL: tool air
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction
MMGE-014 CHAIR: anaesthetist
MMGE-045 IV STAND: mobile
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single
MMGE-078 PUMP: infusion

CODE DESCRIPTION
ITCL-012 CAMERA: observation
ITCL-020 CLOCK: clock system slave, dual digital /

elapsed time
ITCL-023 CONTROL PANEL: master clock system
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted
ITIN-120 PATCH PANEL: data integration
ITNE-008 COMPUTER: for workstation on wheels
ITNE-050 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop, handsfree
ITNE-052 TELEPHONE: handset, wall mount
ITNE-066 COMPUTER: all-in-one, wall mounted
ITNE-067 KEYBOARD: keyboard and mouse only
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote

activation
LIFX-002 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "X-Ray in Use"
LIFX-003 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "Laser in Use"
MEEX-016 RETURN AIR: grille, low level
MGAS-004 OUTLET: Carbon Dioxide (CO2) on Pendant
MGAS-021 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on Pendant

CODE DESCRIPTION
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle
FIHR-064 BRACKET: for display screen, arm mounted,

rotating
FIHR-066 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted,

articulated, adj height
FIJO-013 SURGEONS BENCH: 450D, open under,

stainless steel
FIJO-100 BENCH LEGS: stainless steel, for bench top
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved,

standard slip resistant
FQSM-039 TROLLEY: waste bag
ITAV-057 SPEAKER: ceiling recessed
ITAV-060 CONTROL PANEL: AV integration system, wall

mount
ITCL-004 BUTTON: nurse call, emergency
ITCL-005 BUTTON: nurse call, orderly / porter
ITCL-008 BUTTON: nurse call, staff assist

CODE DESCRIPTION

BZBZ-001 Children's Toy
ELBO-001 CONTROL PANEL: Theatre Control Panel
ELBO-003 CONTROL PANEL: lighting
ELBO-009 SWITCH: "Laser in use"
ELBO-016 SWITCH: "X-Ray in use"
ELGP-110 GPO: single, wall mounted, cleaner
ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services

panel (V)
ELGP-123.1 GPO: emergency power, single, wall mounted

(V)
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted
ELPR-004 MONITOR: line isolation
ELPR-006 RCD: residual current device
FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand rub
FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove
FIHR-006 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted

No. Description Date
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Surgical Unit
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THEATRE - ELEVATION 11 THEATRE - ELEVATION 22

THEATRE - ELEVATION 33 THEATRE - ELEVATION 44

Medical Services Panel5

Theatre Control Panel6

CODE DESCRIPTION
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation
MMGE-142 TROLLEY: sharps bin
MMGE-164 WORKSTATION ON WHEELS: clinical, mobile
MMGE-167 CHAIR: surgeon
MMGE-168 STAND: infusion pump, mobile
MMOP-028 KICKBUCKET & STAND
MMOP-040 MACHINE: anaesthetic with integral monitors
MMOP-043 MACHINE: electrosurgical, diathermy
MMOP-048 MICROSCOPE: ENT, surgical
MMOP-069 STAND: bowl, single
MMOP-071 STOOL: operating, mobile
MMOP-074 SYSTEM: smoke evacuation
MMOP-076 TABLE: mayo
MMOP-080 TABLE: operating, mobile, electric
MMOP-085 TROLLEY: anaesthetic
MMOP-096 DISPLAY SCREEN: AV integration
MMOP-097 DISPLAY SCREEN: AV integration
MMOP-099 DEVICE: imaging, ultrasound, anaesthetic
MMOP-100 WARMER: patient, intraoperative
MMSP-026 SERVICES PANEL: wall mounted
MMSP-034 PENDANT: single, dual arm, surgical &

anaesthetic combined (fixed or adjustable height)
SIGN-01B Anaesthetic Prep Room
SIGN-03 STERILE STORE
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height

CODE DESCRIPTION
LIFX-003 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "Laser in Use"
MEEX-016 RETURN AIR: grille, low level
MGAS-004 OUTLET: Carbon Dioxide (CO2) on Pendant
MGAS-021 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on Pendant
MGAS-022 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on services panel
MGAS-031 OUTLET: nitrous oxide (N2O), on Pendant
MGAS-041 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on Pendant
MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel
MGAS-051 OUTLET: scavenge, on pendant
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel
MGAS-074 OUTLET: tool air, on pendant
MGFP-001 ALARM PANEL: medical gases
MGFP-002 FLOWMETER: medical air
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen
MGFP-007 CONTROL PANEL: tool air
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction
MMGE-014 CHAIR: anaesthetist
MMGE-045 IV STAND: mobile
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single
MMGE-078 PUMP: infusion
MMGE-100 SUCTION BOTTLE
MMGE-122 TROLLEY: gowns
MMGE-123 TROLLEY: instrument

CODE DESCRIPTION
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
FQSM-039 TROLLEY: waste bag
ITAV-057 SPEAKER: ceiling recessed
ITAV-060 CONTROL PANEL: AV integration system, wall

mount
ITCL-004 BUTTON: nurse call, emergency
ITCL-005 BUTTON: nurse call, orderly / porter
ITCL-008 BUTTON: nurse call, staff assist
ITCL-012 CAMERA: observation
ITCL-020 CLOCK: clock system slave, dual digital / elapsed

time
ITCL-023 CONTROL PANEL: master clock system
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted
ITIN-120 PATCH PANEL: data integration
ITNE-008 COMPUTER: for workstation on wheels
ITNE-050 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop, handsfree
ITNE-052 TELEPHONE: handset, wall mount
ITNE-066 COMPUTER: all-in-one, wall mounted
ITNE-067 KEYBOARD: keyboard and mouse only
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote

activation
LIFX-002 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "X-Ray in Use"

CODE DESCRIPTION

BZBZ-001 Children's Toy
ELBO-001 CONTROL PANEL: Theatre Control Panel
ELBO-003 CONTROL PANEL: lighting
ELBO-009 SWITCH: "Laser in use"
ELBO-016 SWITCH: "X-Ray in use"
ELGP-110 GPO: single, wall mounted, cleaner
ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel

(V)
ELGP-123.1 GPO: emergency power, single, wall mounted (V)
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted
ELPR-004 MONITOR: line isolation
ELPR-006 RCD: residual current device
FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand rub
FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove
FIHR-006 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle
FIHR-064 BRACKET: for display screen, arm mounted,

rotating
FIHR-066 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted,

articulated, adj height
FIJO-013 SURGEONS BENCH: 450D, open under, stainless

steel
FIJO-100 BENCH LEGS: stainless steel, for bench top

No. Description Date
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TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
ITNE-052 TELEPHONE: handset, wall mount 346680 Telephone - handset, handsfree

(WM)
ITNE-066 COMPUTER: all-in-one, wall mounted 566804 Computer All in One, Wall

Mounted
ITNE-067 KEYBOARD: keyboard and mouse only 566826 Keyboard and Mouse
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote activation 346669 Remote door release
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote activation 346926 Remote door release Locate next to Room Signage
LIFX-002 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "X-Ray in Use" 346661 Special: 'X-Ray In Use' lights outside room entrie
LIFX-002 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "X-Ray in Use" 346692 Special: 'X-Ray In Use' lights outside room entrie
LIFX-002 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "X-Ray in Use" 566210 Special: 'X-Ray In Use' lights outside room entrie
LIFX-003 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "Laser in Use" 346620 Special: 'Laser In Use' lights outside room entries, if laser to

be used
LIFX-003 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "Laser in Use" 346691 Special: 'Laser In Use' lights outside room entries, if laser to

be used
LIFX-003 LIGHT: illuminated sign, "Laser in Use" 566209 Special: 'Laser In Use' lights outside room entries, if laser to

be used

TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
BZBZ-001 Children's Toy Brightly coloured wooden toy CODEWORD: STING
BZBZ-001 Children's Toy Brightly coloured wooden toy CODEWORD: BUZZ BUZZ
ELBO-001 CONTROL PANEL: Theatre Control Panel CONTROL PANEL: Light

removed from TCP, relocated
near doors.

ELBO-003 CONTROL PANEL: lighting 346619 Light Control Panel Imported 150916
ELBO-003 CONTROL PANEL: lighting 566808 Light Control Panel Imported 150916
ELBO-009 SWITCH: "Laser in use" 346979 Laser in use switch
ELBO-016 SWITCH: "X-Ray in use" 346980 Laser in use switch
ELGP-110 GPO: single, wall mounted, cleaner 346618 GPO: Cleaner
ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel

(V)
346933 GPO: Emergency power, single

(V)
monitor

ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel
(V)

346934 GPO: Emergency power, single
(V)

monitor

ELGP-123.1 GPO: emergency power, single, wall mounted (V) 346928 GPO: emergency single monitor
ELGP-123.1 GPO: emergency power, single, wall mounted (V) 346929 GPO: emergency single monitor
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 346648 GPO: Emergency power, double

(H)
for refrigerator

ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 346672 GPO: Emergency power, double
(H)

for refrigerator

ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 566798 GPO: Emergency power, double
(H)

for refrigerator

ELPR-004 MONITOR: line isolation 346696 Line isolation monitor to each OR-Large
ELPR-006 RCD: residual current device 346931
ELPR-006 RCD: residual current device 346942
FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic 566799 Whiteboard - magnetic Group 2
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand rub 346667 Dispenser - antiseptic hand rub to basin
FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove 346598 Dispenser - disposable glove near entry
FIHR-006 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted 346701 Bracket LCD monitor
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle 346976 Bracket - suction bottle
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle 346977 Bracket - suction bottle
FIHR-064 BRACKET: for display screen, arm mounted, rotating 346702 Bracket - display screen
FIHR-064 BRACKET: for display screen, arm mounted, rotating 346704 Bracket - display screen
FIHR-066 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted,

articulated, adj height
566805 BRACKET: for display screen,

wall mounted, articulated, adj
height

FIJO-013 SURGEONS BENCH: 450D, open under, stainless
steel

566811 Bench - stainless steel open under part, round edges

FIJO-100 BENCH LEGS: stainless steel, for bench top 566807 Bench legs
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346591 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346911 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346913 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346914 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346915 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346916 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346917 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346918 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346919 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346920 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 567638 Skirting
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
346921 Floor vinyl slip resistant

FQSM-039 TROLLEY: waste bag 566806 TROLLEY _double_waste_bag
ITAV-057 SPEAKER: ceiling recessed 346675 Ceiling Speaker
ITAV-060 CONTROL PANEL: AV integration system, wall

mount
566809

ITCL-004 BUTTON: nurse call, emergency 346625 Emergency call + indicator button & light
ITCL-004 BUTTON: nurse call, emergency Emergency call + indicator button & light
ITCL-004 BUTTON: nurse call, emergency Emergency call + indicator button & light
ITCL-005 BUTTON: nurse call, orderly / porter Orderly/ Porter call optional
ITCL-005 BUTTON: nurse call, orderly / porter Orderly/ Porter call optional
ITCL-008 BUTTON: nurse call, staff assist 346626 Staff assist call + indicator button & light
ITCL-008 BUTTON: nurse call, staff assist Staff assist call + indicator button & light
ITCL-008 BUTTON: nurse call, staff assist Staff assist call + indicator button & light
ITCL-012 CAMERA: observation 346676 Camera - observation
ITCL-020 CLOCK: clock system slave, dual digital / elapsed

time
346682 Clock - dual time, slave, digital

ITCL-023 CONTROL PANEL: master clock system 346932
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted 346647 Voice / Data outlet: double 1 outlet for telephone
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted 346671 Voice / Data outlet: double 1 outlet for telephone
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted 566797 Voice / Data outlet: double 1 outlet for telephone
ITIN-120 PATCH PANEL: data integration 566810 Patch Panel Supplied with DOR system.

One to pendant, one to wall.
ITIN-120 PATCH PANEL: data integration Patch Panel Supplied with DOR system.

One to pendant, one to wall.
ITIN-120 PATCH PANEL: data integration Patch Panel Supplied with DOR system.

One to pendant, one to wall.
Connection for TV Screen

ITNE-008 COMPUTER: for workstation on wheels 346634 Computer on wheels
ITNE-008 COMPUTER: for workstation on wheels 346678 Computer on wheels
ITNE-050 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop, handsfree 566800 Telephone - handset, handsfree
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TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
MMOP-074 SYSTEM: smoke evacuation 346699 Surgical Plume Extractor
MMOP-076 TABLE: mayo 346605 Table - mayo
MMOP-080 TABLE: operating, mobile, electric 346594 Operating table - mobile, electric
MMOP-085 TROLLEY: anaesthetic 346600 Trolley - anaesthetic
MMOP-096 DISPLAY SCREEN: AV integration 346703 Television
MMOP-096 DISPLAY SCREEN: AV integration 346705 Television
MMOP-097 DISPLAY SCREEN: AV integration 346631 Television Direct Connection to Surgical

Pendant
MMOP-099 DEVICE: imaging, ultrasound, anaesthetic 346695 Ultrasound
MMOP-100 WARMER: patient, intraoperative 346968 Patient warming device,

intraoperative
MMSP-026 SERVICES PANEL: wall mounted 346935 Wall panel patient services panels
MMSP-034 PENDANT: single, dual arm, surgical & anaesthetic

combined (fixed or adjustable height)
346593

MMSP-034 PENDANT: single, dual arm, surgical & anaesthetic
combined (fixed or adjustable height)

346641 AV connection to MMOP-097 Suction Outlets updated to 4
per pendant

SIGN-01B Anaesthetic Prep Room
SIGN-03 STERILE STORE
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346611 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346612 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346613 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346614 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346615 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346663 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346665 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346685 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346686 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346689 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346690 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 567783 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346611 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 346614 Wall vinyl full height

TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
BZBZ-001 Children's Toy Brightly coloured wooden toy CODEWORD: STING
BZBZ-001 Children's Toy Brightly coloured wooden toy CODEWORD: BUZZ BUZZ
MGAS-004 OUTLET: Carbon Dioxide (CO2) on Pendant Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Carbon Dioxide on Pendant
MGAS-004 OUTLET: Carbon Dioxide (CO2) on Pendant Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Carbon Dioxide on Pendant
MGAS-021 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on Pendant Medical Air (MA) Medical Air on Pendant
MGAS-021 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on Pendant Medical Air (MA) Medical Air on Pendant
MGAS-022 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on services panel 346938 Medical Air (MA)
MGAS-022 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on services panel 346941 Medical Air (MA)
MGAS-031 OUTLET: nitrous oxide (N2O), on Pendant Nitrous Oxide (N2O) Nitrous Oxide (N2O) on

Pendant
MGAS-031 OUTLET: nitrous oxide (N2O), on Pendant Nitrous Oxide (N2O) Nitrous Oxide (N2O) on

Pendant
MGAS-041 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on Pendant Oxygen (O2) Oxygen (O2) on Pendant
MGAS-041 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on Pendant Oxygen (O2) Oxygen (O2) on Pendant
MGAS-041 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on Pendant Oxygen (O2) Oxygen (O2) on Pendant
MGAS-041 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on Pendant Oxygen (O2) Oxygen (O2) on Pendant
MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel 346936 Oxygen (O2)
MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel 346939 Oxygen (O2)
MGAS-051 OUTLET: scavenge, on pendant Scavenge Outlet
MGAS-051 OUTLET: scavenge, on pendant Scavenge Outlet
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants Suction Suction on pendants
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants Suction Suction on pendants
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants Suction Suction on pendants
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants Suction Suction on pendants
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants Suction Suction on pendants
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants Suction Suction on pendants
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants Suction Suction on pendants
MGAS-061 OUTLET: suction, on pendants Suction Suction on pendants
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel 346937 Suction
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel 346940 Suction
MGAS-074 OUTLET: tool air, on pendant Tool Air Tool Air on Pendant
MGAS-074 OUTLET: tool air, on pendant Tool Air Tool Air on Pendant
MGFP-001 ALARM PANEL: medical gases 346697 Gas Alarm Panel
MGFP-002 FLOWMETER: medical air 346945 Air flowmeter Medical air
MGFP-002 FLOWMETER: medical air 346946 Air flowmeter Medical air
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen 346943 Oxygen flowmeter
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen 346944 Oxygen flowmeter
MGFP-007 CONTROL PANEL: tool air 346698 Control Panel - Tool air
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction 346947 Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction 346948 Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction Suction adapter
MMGE-014 CHAIR: anaesthetist 346601 Chair - anaesthetist
MMGE-014 CHAIR: anaesthetist 346677 Chair - anaesthetist
MMGE-045 IV STAND: mobile 346583 IV stand - mobile
MMGE-045 IV STAND: mobile 346588 IV stand - mobile
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single 346597 Linen carrier - dirty, single
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single 346632 Linen carrier - dirty, single
MMGE-078 PUMP: infusion 346969 Pump - infusion
MMGE-100 SUCTION BOTTLE 346974 Suction bottle
MMGE-100 SUCTION BOTTLE 346975 Suction bottle
MMGE-122 TROLLEY: gowns 346599 Trolley - gowns
MMGE-122 TROLLEY: gowns 346633 Trolley - gowns
MMGE-123 TROLLEY: instrument 346586 Trolley - instrument
MMGE-123 TROLLEY: instrument 346700 Trolley - instrument
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation 346638
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation 346639
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation 346640
MMGE-142 TROLLEY: sharps bin 346643 Trolley - Sharps Bin
MMGE-164 WORKSTATION ON WHEELS: clinical, mobile 346635 Trolley; medical equipment
MMGE-164 WORKSTATION ON WHEELS: clinical, mobile 346679 Trolley; medical equipment
MMGE-167 CHAIR: surgeon 572439 Chair - surgeon
MMGE-168 STAND: infusion pump, mobile 346970 Stand - infusion pump, mobile
MMOP-028 KICKBUCKET & STAND 346584 Kickbucket & stand
MMOP-028 KICKBUCKET & STAND 346587 Kickbucket & stand
MMOP-040 MACHINE: anaesthetic with integral monitors 346602 Anaesthetic machine Allow space to store in

Anaesthetic Prep Room
MMOP-043 MACHINE: electrosurgical, diathermy 346585 Diathermy machine
MMOP-048 MICROSCOPE: ENT, surgical 346681 ENT Surgical Linked to MMOP-096 CODEWORD: FRODO
MMOP-069 STAND: bowl, single 346606 Bowl stand - single
MMOP-069 STAND: bowl, single 346642 Bowl stand - single
MMOP-071 STOOL: operating, mobile 566796 Stool - operating, mobile

No. Description Date
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Scrub and Bed
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Surgical Unit

A05.101 OS.01a.

Scrub and Bed Bay1 Bed Bay and Scrub2

CODE DESCRIPTION

DWGL-051 DOOR: 1600mm c/o, double leaf, observation
panel, solid core/glass, paint

FIBM-006 MIRROR: fixed, glass
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand rub
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel
FIDI-028 DISPENSER: scrub brush
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-004 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved,

non-slip, safety
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L
FQGE-002 ARTWORK
FQSM-041 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, 600W

x 400D x 2100H, mobile
HYBA-077 SINK: trough, scrub
HYTP-042 TAPWARE: with non-touch sensor
HYTP-043 TAPWARE: non-touch sensor
ITCL-018 CLOCK: clock system slave, digital
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote

activation
MMBE-044 TROLLEY: patient, transport
SIGN-01 THEATRE
WLPR-006 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards
WLPR-017 WALL PROTECTION: rail & crash bar

combined, at 900 AFFL, prefinished PVC
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height

OS.01a_13 OS.01a_24 OS.01a_35 OS.01a_46
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TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
DWGL-051 DOOR: 1600mm c/o, double leaf, observation panel,

solid core/glass, paint
346650 Door - 1600mm 1600 mm clear opening, lockable

FIBM-006 MIRROR: fixed, glass 510636 Mirror above basin
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand rub 510598 Dispenser - antiseptic hand rub to basin
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand rub 510604 Dispenser - antiseptic hand rub to basin
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel 510600 Dispenser - paper/ hand towel to basin
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel Dispenser - paper/ hand towel to basin
FIDI-028 DISPENSER: scrub brush 510606 Dispenser - scrub brush
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic 510597 Dispenser - soap antiseptic to basin
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic 510603 Dispenser - soap antiseptic to basin
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 510571 Skirting Wet Area
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 510572 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 510573 Skirting Wet Area
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 346591 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 511686 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 465449 Skirting
FLVY-004 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, non-slip,

safety
510595 Floor finish symbol for tagging Blue - Granit.Safe.T

FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L 510602 Waste bin - general to basin bin
FQGE-002 ARTWORK Artwork optional CODEWORD: DEEPCOVE
FQSM-041 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, 600W x 400D

x 2100H, mobile
510607

HYBA-077 SINK: trough, scrub 510582 Sink - scrub trough auto/knee operated taps x 2
HYTP-042 TAPWARE: with non-touch sensor 510599 Tapware - sensor Updated from Manual tap
HYTP-042 TAPWARE: with non-touch sensor 510605 Tapware - sensor Updated from Manual tap
HYTP-043 TAPWARE: non-touch sensor 663957 - sensor, integrate below faucet
HYTP-043 TAPWARE: non-touch sensor 664856 - sensor, integrate below faucet New Sensor
ITCL-018 CLOCK: clock system slave, digital 664831 Clock system slave, digital Mount flush with wall
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote activation 668707 Remote door release
MMBE-044 TROLLEY: patient, transport 603438 Bed - patient transport Standard Patient Bed shown. Allow

additional 300mm for Bariatric
SIGN-01 THEATRE
WLPR-006 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards 510583 Corner guards
WLPR-006 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards 510584 Corner guards
WLPR-006 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards 510584 Corner guards
WLPR-006 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards 510584 Corner guards
WLPR-017 WALL PROTECTION: rail & crash bar combined, at

900 AFFL, prefinished PVC
602239 Wall protection to front of desk, optional

WLPR-017 WALL PROTECTION: rail & crash bar combined, at
900 AFFL, prefinished PVC

602499 Wall protection to front of desk, optional

WLPR-017 WALL PROTECTION: rail & crash bar combined, at
900 AFFL, prefinished PVC

603294 Wall protection to front of desk, optional

WLPR-017 WALL PROTECTION: rail & crash bar combined, at
900 AFFL, prefinished PVC

602580 Wall protection to front of desk, optional

WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 510579 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 510580 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 510581 Wall vinyl full height

No. Description Date
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Aneasthetic Prep
Room

1987

Surgical Unit

A05.201 OS.1b

Anaesthetic Prep RoomA

Aneasthetic Prep RoomB

CODE DESCRIPTION
ITCL-004 BUTTON: nurse call, emergency
ITCL-005 BUTTON: nurse call, orderly / porter
ITCL-008 BUTTON: nurse call, staff assist
ITCL-018 CLOCK: clock system slave, digital
ITCL-028 HANDSET: nurse call, with patient to staff

call button
ITIN-016 OUTLET: data, single RJ45, wall mounted
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted
ITNE-052 TELEPHONE: handset, wall mount
ITNE-066 COMPUTER: all-in-one, wall mounted
ITNE-067 KEYBOARD: keyboard and mouse only
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote

activation
LIFX-013 LIGHT: procedure, ceiling mounted, small
LIFX-016 LIGHT: pelmet light
MEEX-008 EXHAUST: low level
MGAS-022 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on services panel
MGAS-032 OUTLET: nitrous oxide (N2O), on services

panel
MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel
MGAS-053 OUTLET: scavenge, on services panel
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel
MGFP-002 FLOWMETER: medical air
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen
MMBE-044 TROLLEY: patient, transport
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction
MMGE-014 CHAIR: anaesthetist
MMGE-039 HANGER: IV, for ceiling track
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single
MMGE-088 SAFE: dangerous drugs, small
MMGE-100 SUCTION BOTTLE
MMGE-142 TROLLEY: sharps bin
MMOP-040.1 MACHINE: anaesthetic with integral monitors
MMSP-026 SERVICES PANEL: wall mounted
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL

CODE DESCRIPTION

DWGL-051 DOOR: 1600mm c/o, double leaf, observation
panel, solid core/glass, paint

DWGL-053 DOOR: 1600mm c/o, double leaf, sliding,
observation panel, solid core/glass, paint

DWPR-005 DOOR PROTECTION: protection plate to
900 AFFL

ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-123.1 GPO: emergency power, single, wall

mounted (V)
ELPR-006 RCD: residual current device
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand rub
FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove
FIDI-021 DISPENSER: mask
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle
FIHR-062 RACK: wire basket
FIHR-063 BRACKET: for all-in-one computer, with

keyboard shelf, wall mounted
FIJO-020 BENCH: 600D, open under, laminate finish
FIJO-152 CUPBOARD: wall mount, shelf unit, adj

shelves
FIJO-212 BULKHEAD: joinery
FIJO-213 PANEL: joinery carcass end
FIRT-020 TRACK: ceiling mounted, IV
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved,

standard slip resistant
FQCW-004 BIN: waste, clinical, 120L
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L
FQSM-003 PEDESTAL: mobile, wire basket unit, 840H
HYBA-009 BASIN: handwash, Type A, scrub
HYTP-042 TAPWARE: with non-touch sensor
HYTP-043 TAPWARE: non-touch sensor

ELEVATION 11 ELEVATION 22 ELEVATION 33
ELEVATION 44

No. Description Date
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Anaesthetic Prep
Room RDS

1987

Surgical Unit

A05.202 OS.1b

TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
ITCL-008 BUTTON: nurse call, staff assist 465436 Staff assist call + indicator button & light
ITCL-018 CLOCK: clock system slave, digital 465395 Clock system slave, digital Mount flush with wall
ITCL-028 HANDSET: nurse call, with patient to staff

call button
465464 Patient call handset call button & light switch on the

handset
ITIN-016 OUTLET: data, single RJ45, wall mounted 465467 Voice / Data outlet: single in ceiling for data projector;

optional
ITIN-016 OUTLET: data, single RJ45, wall mounted 465487 Voice / Data outlet: single in ceiling for data projector;

optional
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted 465439 Voice / Data outlet: double 1 outlet for telephone
ITNE-052 TELEPHONE: handset, wall mount 465463 Telephone - handset, handsfree

(WM)
ITNE-066 COMPUTER: all-in-one, wall mounted 465457 Computer All in One, Wall

Mounted
ITNE-067 KEYBOARD: keyboard and mouse only 465458 Keyboard and Mouse
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote

activation
465596 Remote door release

LIFX-013 LIGHT: procedure, ceiling mounted, small 465389 Light - procedures small, ceiling small
LIFX-016 LIGHT: pelmet light 465481
MEEX-008 EXHAUST: low level 465462 Exhaust
MGAS-022 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on services

panel
465420 Medical Air (MA)

MGAS-032 OUTLET: nitrous oxide (N2O), on services
panel

465416 Nitrous Oxide (N2O) services panel

MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel 465413 Oxygen (O2)
MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel 465417 Oxygen (O2)
MGAS-053 OUTLET: scavenge, on services panel 465431 Scavenge Outlet and controls, on wall, optional
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel 465432 Suction
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel 465434 Suction
MGFP-002 FLOWMETER: medical air 465421 Air flowmeter Medical air
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen 465414 Oxygen flowmeter
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen 465418 Oxygen flowmeter
MMBE-044 TROLLEY: patient, transport 465396 Bed - patient transport
MMGE-00
2

ADAPTER: suction 465433 Suction adapter

MMGE-00
2

ADAPTER: suction 465435 Suction adapter

MMGE-01
4

CHAIR: anaesthetist 465591 Chair - anaesthetist

MMGE-03
9

HANGER: IV, for ceiling track 465604 IV hanger - ceiling mounted

MMGE-04
8

LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single 465398 Linen carrier - dirty, single

MMGE-08
8

SAFE: dangerous drugs, small 465448 Safe - dangerous drugs, small optional

MMGE-10
0

SUCTION BOTTLE 465441 Suction bottle

MMGE-10
0

SUCTION BOTTLE 465444 Suction bottle

MMGE-14
2

TROLLEY: sharps bin 465446 Trolley - Sharps Bin

MMGE-14
2

TROLLEY: sharps bin 465482 Trolley - Sharps Bin

MMOP-04
0.1

MACHINE: anaesthetic with integral
monitors

625514 Anaesthetic machine Remove -- This is a space
allowance only

MMSP-026 SERVICES PANEL: wall mounted 465423 Wall panel patient services panels
WLWA-02
3

WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 465400 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

WLWA-02
3

WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 465447 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

WLWA-02
3

WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 465450 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

WLWA-02
3

WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 465451 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

WLWA-02
3

WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 465452 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

WLWA-02
3

WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 465453 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

WLWA-02
3

WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 465454 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

WLWA-02
3

WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 465475 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

WLWA-02
3

WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 465477 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
548372 Dimmable, Colour Corrected

LED Light suitable for Sterile
environment

548419
DWGL-051 DOOR: 1600mm c/o, double leaf,

observation panel, solid core/glass, paint
346567 Door - 1600mm 1600 mm clear opening,

lockable
DWGL-053 DOOR: 1600mm c/o, double leaf, sliding,

observation panel, solid core/glass, paint
465383 Door - 1600mm

DWPR-005 DOOR PROTECTION: protection plate to
900 AFFL

465390 Door protection

DWPR-005 DOOR PROTECTION: protection plate to
900 AFFL

465391 Door protection

ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 465406 Light switches
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 465407 Light switches
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 465594 Light switches
ELGP-123.
1

GPO: emergency power, single, wall
mounted (V)

465408 GPO: emergency single monitor

ELGP-123.
1

GPO: emergency power, single, wall
mounted (V)

465409 GPO: emergency single monitor

ELGP-123.
1

GPO: emergency power, single, wall
mounted (V)

465410 GPO: emergency single monitor

ELGP-123.
1

GPO: emergency power, single, wall
mounted (V)

465411 GPO: emergency single monitor

ELPR-006 RCD: residual current device 465469
ELPR-006 RCD: residual current device 465607
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand rub 465486 Dispenser - antiseptic hand rub to basin
FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove 465401 Dispenser - disposable glove near entry
FIDI-021 DISPENSER: mask 465412 Dispenser - mask To Sink Locate next to sink
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel 465402 Dispenser - paper/ hand towel to basin
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap 465403 Dispenser - soap to basin
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic 465404 Dispenser - soap antiseptic to basin
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle 465442 Bracket - suction bottle
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle 465445 Bracket - suction bottle
FIHR-062 RACK: wire basket 465466
FIHR-062 RACK: wire basket 465483
FIHR-062 RACK: wire basket 465484
FIHR-062 RACK: wire basket 465485
FIHR-063 BRACKET: for all-in-one computer, with

keyboard shelf, wall mounted
465456 Bracket for computer and

keyboard
Wall mounted

FIJO-020 BENCH: 600D, open under, laminate finish 465470 Bench - 600d
FIJO-152 CUPBOARD: wall mount, shelf unit, adj

shelves
465394 Shelving unit - over bench Adjustable Shelves

FIJO-152 CUPBOARD: wall mount, shelf unit, adj
shelves

465480 Shelving unit - over bench Adjustable Shelves

FIJO-212 BULKHEAD: joinery 465471 Bulkhead - Joinery Install over joinery. Full height to
ceiling.

FIJO-213 PANEL: joinery carcass end 465478 Panel - carcass end
FIJO-213 PANEL: joinery carcass end 465479 Panel - carcass end
FIRT-020 TRACK: ceiling mounted, IV 465601 IV track - ceiling mounted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
465372 Skirting

FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,
prefinished

465373 Skirting

FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,
prefinished

465374 Skirting

FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,
prefinished

465386 Skirting

FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,
prefinished

465449 Skirting

FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,
prefinished

465474 Skirting

FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,
prefinished

465476 Skirting

FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,
prefinished

465587 Skirting

FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved,
standard slip resistant

465443 Floor vinyl slip resistant

FQCW-004 BIN: waste, clinical, 120L 465397 Waste bin - clinical
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L 465405 Waste bin - general to basin
FQSM-003 PEDESTAL: mobile, wire basket unit, 840H 465461 Mobile, wire basket unit, 840H Under Bench
FQSM-003 PEDESTAL: mobile, wire basket unit, 840H 465465 Mobile, wire basket unit, 840H Under Bench
FQSM-003 PEDESTAL: mobile, wire basket unit, 840H 465606 Mobile, wire basket unit, 840H Under Bench
HYBA-009 BASIN: handwash, Type A, scrub 465399 Basin - scrub, Type A refer to BHWS-A (sim)
HYTP-042 TAPWARE: with non-touch sensor 465460 Tapware - sensor Updated from Manual tap
HYTP-043 TAPWARE: non-touch sensor 465460 - sensor, integrate below faucet New Sensor
ITCL-004 BUTTON: nurse call, emergency 465436 Emergency call + indicator button & light
ITCL-005 BUTTON: nurse call, orderly / porter 465437 Orderly/ Porter call optional

No. Description Date
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Sterile Store
1987

Surgical Unit

A05.301 OS.03

Sterile Store1

Sterile Store2

CODE DESCRIPTION

BZBZ-001 Children's Toy
DWGL-011 DOOR: 950mm c/o, single leaf, observation

panel, solid core/glass, paint
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall

mounted
FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic
FIHR-065 BRACKET: for bench, 450D, wall mounted
FIHR-066 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted,

articulated, adj height
FIJO-013 BENCH: 450D, open under, stainless steel
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved,

standard slip resistant
FQBS-052 STOOL: mobile, high, adj height
FQSM-015 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, mobile
FQSM-042 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, for

sutures, mobile
ITBU-021 SYSTEM: barcode tracking
ITCL-018 CLOCK: clock system slave, digital
ITIN-036 OUTLET: data, triple RJ45, wall mounted
ITNE-049 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop
ITNE-066 Computer. Standing Height. Wall mounted
ITNE-067 KEYBOARD: keyboard and mouse only
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote

activation
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation
SIGN-01 THEATRE
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL

No. Description Date
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Sterile Store
Elevations

1987

Surgical Unit

A05.302 OS.03

OS.03_11 OS.03_22

OS.03_33 OS.03_44

CODE DESCRIPTION

BZBZ-001 Children's Toy
DWGL-011 DOOR: 950mm c/o, single leaf, observation

panel, solid core/glass, paint
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall

mounted
FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic
FIHR-065 BRACKET: for bench, 450D, wall mounted
FIHR-066 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted,

articulated, adj height
FIJO-013 BENCH: 450D, open under, stainless steel
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved,

standard slip resistant
FQBS-052 STOOL: mobile, high, adj height
FQSM-015 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, mobile
FQSM-042 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, for

sutures, mobile
ITBU-021 SYSTEM: barcode tracking
ITCL-018 CLOCK: clock system slave, digital
ITIN-036 OUTLET: data, triple RJ45, wall mounted
ITNE-049 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop
ITNE-066 Computer. Standing Height. Wall mounted
ITNE-067 KEYBOARD: keyboard and mouse only
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote

activation
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation
SIGN-01 THEATRE
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL
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Sterile Store
RDS

1987

Surgical Unit

A05.303 OS.03

TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
BZBZ-001 Children's Toy Brightly coloured wooden toy CODEWORD: HONEY
DWGL-011 DOOR: 950mm c/o, single leaf, observation panel,

solid core/glass, paint
566148 Door - 1020mm

DWGL-011 DOOR: 950mm c/o, single leaf, observation panel,
solid core/glass, paint

567346 Door - 1020mm

ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 567110 Light switches
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 567112 Light switches
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 567125 Light switches
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted 567117 GPO: Double
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 567108 GPO: Emergency power, double

(H)
for refrigerator

ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 567139 GPO: Emergency power, double
(H)

for refrigerator

FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic 567111 Whiteboard - magnetic Group 2
FIHR-065 BRACKET: for bench, 450D, wall mounted 567126 Bench - 350d
FIHR-065 BRACKET: for bench, 450D, wall mounted 567127 Bench - 350d
FIHR-066 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted,

articulated, adj height
567122 BRACKET: for display screen,

wall mounted, articulated, adj
height

FIJO-013 BENCH: 450D, open under, stainless steel 567146 Bench - stainless steel open under part, round edges
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 567089 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 567090 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 567091 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 567092 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 567093 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 567101 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 567131 Skirting
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
567118 Floor vinyl slip resistant

FQBS-052 STOOL: mobile, high, adj height 567140 Stool - adjustable, mobile, high
FQSM-015 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, mobile 567103 Shelving - stainless steel wire

mesh, mobile
FQSM-015 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, mobile 567104 Shelving - stainless steel wire

mesh, mobile
FQSM-015 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, mobile 567105 Shelving - stainless steel wire

mesh, mobile
FQSM-015 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, mobile 567113 Shelving - stainless steel wire

mesh, mobile
FQSM-015 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, mobile 567114 Shelving - stainless steel wire

mesh, mobile
FQSM-015 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, mobile 567116 Shelving - stainless steel wire

mesh, mobile
FQSM-042 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, for sutures,

mobile
567115 Shelving - stainless steel wire

mesh, for sutures, mobile
ITBU-021 SYSTEM: barcode tracking 567109 Barcode tracking system
ITCL-018 CLOCK: clock system slave, digital 567137 Clock system slave, digital Mount flush with wall
ITIN-036 OUTLET: data, triple RJ45, wall mounted 567106 Voice / Data outlet: triple on wall for VC unit (min requirement for VC is 1-triple outlet); 1 outlet for IP

connectivity for videoconferencing unit; ISDN (Onramp2) connection, ISDN NT
box only if required; network terminator boxes (NT1) to be located within the
room; equipment to be directly connected, no patch panels; verify location before
installation

ITNE-049 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop 567107 Telephone - handset, standard
ITNE-066 Computer. Standing Height. Wall mounted 567120 Computer. Standing Height. Wall

mounted
ITNE-067 KEYBOARD: keyboard and mouse only 567121 Keyboard and Mouse
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote activation 567141 Remote door release
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote activation 567143 Remote door release
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote activation 567144 Remote door release
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation 567123
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation 567124
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation 567128
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation 567138
SIGN-01 THEATRE
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 567129 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 567130 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 567132 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 567133 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 567134 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 567135 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 567136 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

No. Description Date
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Clean-Up
1987

Surgical Unit

A05.401 OS.04

Clean-Up1 Clean-Up2

OS.04_13 OS.04_24 OS.04_35 OS.04_46

CODE DESCRIPTION

BZBZ-001 Children's Toy
DWGL-011 DOOR: 950mm c/o, single leaf, observation panel, solid

core/glass, paint
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted
FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic
FIHR-065 BRACKET: for bench, 450D, wall mounted
FIHR-066 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted, articulated,

adj height
FIJO-013 BENCH: 450D, open under, stainless steel
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard slip

resistant
FQBS-052 STOOL: mobile, high, adj height
FQSM-015 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, mobile
FQSM-042 SHELVING: stainless steel wire mesh, for sutures, mobile
ITBU-021 SYSTEM: barcode tracking
ITCL-018 CLOCK: clock system slave, digital
ITIN-036 OUTLET: data, triple RJ45, wall mounted
ITNE-049 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop
ITNE-066 Computer. Standing Height. Wall mounted
ITNE-067 KEYBOARD: keyboard and mouse only
ITSE-025 DOOR RELEASE: access control, remote activation
MMGE-138 TROLLEY: preparation
SIGN-01 THEATRE
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL

No. Description Date
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Project number

Room Number REV

1: 50 @  A3

19/11/2021 4:55:55 pm

Clean-Up RDS
1987

Surgical Unit

A05.402 OS.04

TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
BZBZ-001 Children's Toy Brightly coloured wooden toy CODEWORD: BUZZ BUZZ
DWGE-016 DOOR: frame only 511707 Door - Frame Only
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 511705 Light switches
ELGP-123 GPO: emergency power, single, wall mounted 511706 GPO: Emergency power, single

(H)
monitor

FIDI-010 DISPENSER: detergent/chemical mixer 511702 Dispenser - detergent/ chemical
mixer

optional

FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove 511693 Dispenser - disposable glove near entry
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel 511683 Dispenser - paper/ hand towel to basin
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap 511679 Dispenser - soap to basin
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic 511680 Dispenser - soap antiseptic to basin
FIHR-040 RACK: broom/mop 511711 Hook rack - broom/ mop 4 hooks, on mounting plate
FIHR-069 RACK: bottle 511721
FIJO-021 BENCH: 600D, open under, stainless steel lipped 511716 Bench with wet edge and inset sink, open under
FIJO-100 BENCH LEGS: stainless steel, for bench top 511691 Bench legs
FIJO-196 SHELF: stainless steel, overbench, wall mount 511719 Shelf - SS, over over sink bench
FIJO-197 SHELF: stainless steel, underbench 511718 Shelf - SS, under
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 511673 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 511684 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 511685 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 511686 Skirting
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 511699 Skirting
FLVY-004 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, non-slip,

safety
511851 Floor finish symbol for tagging Blue - Granit.Safe.T

FQCW-006 BIN: waste, clinical, 240L 511697 Waste bin - clinical
FQCW-012 BIN: waste, cytotoxic, 20L 511709 Waste bin - cytotoxic 20L
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L 511681 Waste bin - general to basin
FQCW-017 BIN: waste, general, 240L 511687 Waste bin - general under bench
FQCW-058 MOP 511712 Mop
HYBA-010 BASIN: handwash, Type B 511678 Basin - handwash, Type B elbow action levers
HYBA-052 SINK: single, 450 x 350 x 250D 511714 Sink - 450x350x250D hot water
HYDR-004 DRAIN: floor waste 511690 Floor waste
HYDR-008 TRAP: plaster 511720 Plaster trap under sink
HYDR-012 DRAIN: wall drain 511723 Wall drain
HYTP-008 OUTLET: cold water 511692 Cold water: outlet to washing machine
HYTP-008 OUTLET: cold water 511722 Cold water: outlet to washing machine
HYTP-037 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers 511696 Tapware - elbow mixer
HYTP-037 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers 511715 Tapware - elbow mixer
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single 511704 Linen carrier - dirty, single
MMGE-142 TROLLEY: sharps bin 511703 Trolley - Sharps Bin
MMIC-121 TROLLEY: instruments transfer 511710
MMOP-020 DOCKING STATION: surgical waste management

system
511698 Docking Station Surgical Waste

WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 511674 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 511675 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 511694 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 511695 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 511700 Wall vinyl full height
WLWA-019 WALL FINISH: vinyl, full height 511694 Wall vinyl full height

No. Description Date
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CODE DESCRIPTION
FQGE-009 CURTAIN: bed screen
HYBA-010 BASIN: handwash, Type B
HYTP-037 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers
ITCL-004 BUTTON: nurse call, emergency
ITCL-006 BUTTON: nurse call, patient to staff
ITCL-008 BUTTON: nurse call, staff assist
ITCL-028 HANDSET: nurse call, with patient to staff call

button
ITIN-016 OUTLET: data, single RJ45, wall mounted
ITIN-025 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, on services panel
ITNE-008 COMPUTER: for workstation on wheels
LIFX-013 LIGHT: procedure, ceiling mounted, small
LIFX-035 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted
LIFX-050 LIGHT: Nurse call light indicator
MEEX-008 EXHAUST: low level
MGAS-022 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on services panel
MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel
MGFP-002 FLOWMETER: medical air
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen
MMBE-010 BED: patient, electric with mattress
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction
MMGE-010 CABINET:  blanket/ fluid warming
MMGE-039 HANGER: IV, for ceiling track
MMGE-100 SUCTION BOTTLE
MMGE-119 TROLLEY: equipment
MMGE-164 WORKSTATION ON WHEELS: clinical, mobile
MMHA-008 MONITOR: patient, cardiac with vital signs
MMSP-026 SERVICES PANEL: wall mounted
SIGN-011 Dirty Utility
SIGN-014 STAFF ROOM
WLPR-001 WALL PROTECTION: bed protection wall panel
WLPR-010 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL
WLPR-021 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 900 AFFL
WLWA-020 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 1500 AFFL

CODE DESCRIPTION
FIHR-029 HOOK: equipment
FIHR-033 PANEL: for storage bins, wall mount
FIHR-067 BRACKET: for monitor, wall mounted, articulated,

adj height
FIHR-068 BRACKET: for alcohol based hand rub, attached to

bed
FIRT-023 TRACK: curtain, bedscreen, L shaped
FIRT-038 TRACK: ceiling mounted, IV, straight
FIRT-043 RAIL: equipment - horizontal
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-003 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, non slip
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
FQCW-005 BIN: waste, clinical, 20L
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L

CODE DESCRIPTION
DWGL-003 DOOR: 910mm c/o, single leaf, half glazed, solid

core/safety glass, paint
DWWD-007 BLIND: venetian, integral
DWWH-005 WINDOW
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel

(V)
ELGP-223.1 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted (V)
ELPR-001 BODY PROTECTED ELECTRICAL AREA
ELPR-006 RCD: residual current device
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand sanitiser
FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle

1 : 10
RECOVERY - ELEVATION 1 - Callout 15

No. Description Date
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TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
DWGL-003 DOOR: 910mm c/o, single leaf, half glazed, solid

core/safety glass, paint
410063 Door - 910mm 910mm clear opening; door hardware to not provide

ligature points
DWGL-003 DOOR: 910mm c/o, single leaf, half glazed, solid

core/safety glass, paint
490284 Door - 910mm 910mm clear opening; door hardware to not provide

ligature points
DWWH-005 WINDOW 1545136 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
DWWH-005 WINDOW 1545199 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
DWWH-005 WINDOW 1545240 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
DWWH-005 WINDOW 1545241 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove 486681 Dispenser - disposable glove near entry Near Basin
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel 486679 Dispenser - paper/ hand towel to basin
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap 486677 Dispenser - soap to basin
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic 486683 Dispenser - soap antiseptic to basin Group 2
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 308924 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 351854 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 351986 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 352118 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 432346 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 432566 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 461262 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 471103 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 471449 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 486678 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 488398 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 1768680 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLVY-003 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, non slip 486696 Floor finish symbol for tagging
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L 486680 Waste bin - general to basin
HYBA-010 BASIN: handwash, Type B 486676 Basin - handwash, Type B elbow action levers 1 hand washing station per 4 bed bays
HYTP-037 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers 486682 Tapware - elbow mixer
LIFX-035 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1558167
LIFX-035 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1558485
LIFX-035 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1558494
LIFX-035 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1558502
LIFX-035 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1558510
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1560523
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1686605
LIFX-050 LIGHT: Nurse call light indicator 1865838 Visible to nurse station Ceiling Mounted
LIFX-050 LIGHT: Nurse call light indicator 1865839 Visible to nurse station Ceiling Mounted
LIFX-050 LIGHT: Nurse call light indicator 1865840 Visible to nurse station Ceiling Mounted
LIFX-050 LIGHT: Nurse call light indicator 1865841 Visible to nurse station Ceiling Mounted
LIFX-050 LIGHT: Nurse call light indicator 1865842 Visible to nurse station Ceiling Mounted
LIFX-050 LIGHT: Nurse call light indicator 1865843 Visible to nurse station Ceiling Mounted
LIFX-050 LIGHT: Nurse call light indicator 1865844 Visible to nurse station Ceiling Mounted
MMGE-010 CABINET:  blanket/ fluid warming 489600 Cabinet - blanket/ fluid warming Locate next to linen trolley
SIGN-011 Dirty Utility 1696753
SIGN-014 STAFF ROOM 1697064
WLPR-001 WALL PROTECTION: bed protection wall panel 308872 Wall protection
WLPR-001 WALL PROTECTION: bed protection wall panel 351803 Wall protection
WLPR-001 WALL PROTECTION: bed protection wall panel 351935 Wall protection
WLPR-001 WALL PROTECTION: bed protection wall panel 352067 Wall protection
WLPR-001 WALL PROTECTION: bed protection wall panel 461211 Wall protection
WLPR-001 WALL PROTECTION: bed protection wall panel 462118 Wall protection
WLPR-010 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL 308934 Corner guards to 900AFFL where required; align heights of corner guards with

other corridor elements
WLPR-010 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL 351864 Corner guards to 900AFFL where required; align heights of corner guards with

other corridor elements
WLPR-010 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL 351996 Corner guards to 900AFFL where required; align heights of corner guards with

other corridor elements
WLPR-010 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL 352128 Corner guards to 900AFFL where required; align heights of corner guards with

other corridor elements
WLPR-010 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL 461272 Corner guards to 900AFFL where required; align heights of corner guards with

other corridor elements
WLPR-010 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL 462179 Corner guards to 900AFFL where required; align heights of corner guards with

other corridor elements
WLPR-010 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL 462759 Corner guards to 900AFFL where required; align heights of corner guards with

other corridor elements
WLPR-021 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 900 AFFL 1895719 Wall protection As required
WLPR-021 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 900 AFFL 1895747 Wall protection As required
WLPR-021 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 900 AFFL 1957548 Wall protection As required
WLPR-021 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 900 AFFL 1957677 Wall protection As required
WLWA-020 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 1500 AFFL 1974437 Wall vinyl to 1500 AFFL behind basin, tiles also acceptable
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TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
DWWD-007 BLIND: venetian, integral 351802 Blind - Venetian integral to internal, external windows & door glazing, 2 way

controls to internal windows
DWWH-005 WINDOW 351790 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 351806 Light switches
ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel

(V)
351807 GPO: Emergency power, single

(V)
monitor

ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel
(V)

351808 GPO: Emergency power, single
(V)

monitor

ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel
(V)

351809 GPO: Emergency power, single
(V)

monitor

ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel
(V)

351826 GPO: Emergency power, single
(V)

monitor

ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel
(V)

351827 GPO: Emergency power, single
(V)

monitor

ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel
(V)

351828 GPO: Emergency power, single
(V)

monitor

ELGP-122.1 GPO: emergency power, single, on services panel
(V)

351857 GPO: Emergency power, single
(V)

monitor

ELGP-223.1 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted (V) 351830 GPO: Emergency power, double
(V)

ELPR-001 BODY PROTECTED ELECTRICAL AREA 351910 Body protected symbol
ELPR-006 RCD: residual current device 351844
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand sanitiser 1695497 Dispenser - alcohol based hand

sanitiser
to basin or on bed bracket

FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove 351831 Dispenser - disposable glove near entry
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle 351833 Bracket - suction bottle
FIHR-019 BRACKET: for suction bottle 351842 Bracket - suction bottle
FIHR-029 HOOK: equipment 351862 Hook - equipment
FIHR-029 HOOK: equipment 351863 Hook - equipment
FIHR-033 PANEL: for storage bins, wall mount 351858 Wire panel - for storage-bins 457mmx457mm, over bench
FIHR-067 BRACKET: for monitor, wall mounted, articulated,

adj height
351835 BRACKET: for monitor,

articulated, height adj
FIHR-068 BRACKET: for alcohol based hand rub, attached to

bed
351846 Bracket for hand rub

FIRT-023 TRACK: curtain, bedscreen, L shaped 351796 Curtain track: bed screen
FIRT-023 TRACK: curtain, bedscreen, L shaped 351798 Curtain track: bed screen
FIRT-038 TRACK: ceiling mounted, IV, straight 351860 IV track - ceiling mounted,

straight
FIRT-043 RAIL: equipment - horizontal 351861 Stainless Steel Rail Provides additional wall protection
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 351851 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 351852 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
351834 Floor vinyl slip resistant

FQCW-005 BIN: waste, clinical, 20L 351909 Waste bin - clinical, 20 litres Imported 150916
FQGE-009 CURTAIN: bed screen 351797 Curtain - bed screen
FQGE-009 CURTAIN: bed screen 351866 Curtain - bed screen
ITCL-004 BUTTON: nurse call, emergency 351822 Emergency call + indicator button & light
ITCL-006 BUTTON: nurse call, patient to staff 351823 Patient/ Staff call + indicator button & light
ITCL-008 BUTTON: nurse call, staff assist 351824 Staff assist call + indicator button & light
ITCL-028 HANDSET: nurse call, with patient to staff call button 351832 Patient call handset call button & light switch on the handset
ITIN-016 OUTLET: data, single RJ45, wall mounted 351845 Voice / Data outlet: single in ceiling for data projector; optional
ITIN-025 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, on services panel 351804
ITNE-008 COMPUTER: for workstation on wheels 351855 Computer on wheels
LIFX-013 LIGHT: procedure, ceiling mounted, small 351801 Light - procedures small, ceiling small
LIFX-035 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1558560
MEEX-008 EXHAUST: low level 351848 Exhaust
MGAS-022 OUTLET: medical air (MA), on services panel 351819 Medical Air (MA) locate by patient head
MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel 351813 Oxygen (O2) Locate on patient right
MGAS-042 OUTLET: oxygen (O2), on services panel 351816 Oxygen (O2) Locate on patient right
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel 351810 Suction locate by patient head
MGAS-062 OUTLET: suction, on services panel 351836 Suction locate by patient head
MGFP-002 FLOWMETER: medical air 351820 Air flowmeter Medical air
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen 351814 Oxygen flowmeter
MGFP-004 FLOWMETER: oxygen 351817 Oxygen flowmeter
MMBE-010 BED: patient, electric with mattress 351795 Bed - inpatient, electric +

standard patient mattress
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction 351811 Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction 351837 Suction adapter
MMGE-039 HANGER: IV, for ceiling track 351859 IV hanger - ceiling mounted
MMGE-100 SUCTION BOTTLE 351838 Suction bottle
MMGE-100 SUCTION BOTTLE 351843 Suction bottle
MMGE-119 TROLLEY: equipment 351841 Trolley - equipment
MMGE-164 WORKSTATION ON WHEELS: clinical, mobile 351856 Trolley; medical equipment
MMHA-008 MONITOR: patient, cardiac with vital signs 351829 Monitor - cardiac with vital signs optional
MMSP-026 SERVICES PANEL: wall mounted 351805 Wall panel patient services panels
WLPR-010 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL 351865 Corner guards to 900AFFL where required; align heights of corner guards with

other corridor elements
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CODE DESCRIPTION
FQCW-006 BIN: waste, clinical, 240L
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L
FQCW-017 BIN: waste, general, 240L
FQCW-044 BIN: waste, sharps, wall mounted
HYBA-010 BASIN: handwash, Type B
HYBA-052 SINK: single, 450 x 350 x 250D
HYDR-004 DRAIN: floor waste
HYGE-028 DEVICE: backflow prevention
HYTP-008 OUTLET: cold water
HYTP-013 OUTLET: hot water
HYTP-037 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers
HYTP-038 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers, long
ITIN-016 OUTLET: data, single RJ45, wall mounted
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single
MMIC-095 WASHER SANITISER: pan
MMIC-097 WASHER SANITISER: utensil washer
MMLA-013 ANALYSER: urinalysis
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL

CODE DESCRIPTION
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-106 GPO: single, special, for equipment
ELGP-109.1 GPO: single, wall mounted (V)
ELPR-003 ISOLATOR: electrical, 1ph+n
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand sanitiser
FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic
FIHR-016 BRACKET: for sharps bin
FIHR-025 HOOK: catheter bag
FIHR-029 HOOK: equipment
FIHR-038 RACK: bowl/basin
FIHR-053 RACK: pan & urinal
FIJO-021 BENCH: 600D, open under, stainless steel lipped
FIJO-100 BENCH LEGS: stainless steel, for bench top
FIJO-196 SHELF: stainless steel, overbench, wall mount
FIJO-197 SHELF: stainless steel, underbench
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-009 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, wet area,

non-slip

1 : 25
DIRTY UTILITY ELEVATION 11 1 : 25

DIRTY UTILITY ELEVATION 22 1 : 25
DIRTY UTILITY ELEVATION 33 1 : 25

DIRTY UTILITY ELEVATION 44

No. Description Date
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TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 410066 Light switches
ELGP-106 GPO: single, special, for equipment 410082 GPO: Special: for equipment TV, ceiling
ELGP-106 GPO: single, special, for equipment 410083 GPO: Special: for equipment TV, ceiling
ELGP-109.1 GPO: single, wall mounted (V) 410149 GPO: Single Bedhead low level, for electric bed
ELPR-003 ISOLATOR: electrical, 1ph+n 410084 Electrical Isolator: 1PH+N Imported 150916
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand sanitiser 410113 Dispenser - alcohol based hand

sanitiser
to basin or on bed bracket

FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove 410060 Dispenser - disposable glove near entry
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel 410061 Dispenser - paper/ hand towel to basin
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap 410062 Dispenser - soap to basin
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic 410069 Dispenser - soap antiseptic to basin
FIHR-016 BRACKET: for sharps bin 410077 Bracket - sharps
FIHR-025 HOOK: catheter bag 410140 Hook - for catheter bag
FIHR-025 HOOK: catheter bag 410141 Hook - for catheter bag
FIHR-029 HOOK: equipment 410075 Hook - equipment
FIHR-029 HOOK: equipment 410076 Hook - equipment
FIHR-038 RACK: bowl/basin 410110 Rack - bowl / basin
FIHR-053 RACK: pan & urinal 410070 Rack - pan & urinal total of 12 pans/ 12 urinals
FIJO-021 BENCH: 600D, open under, stainless steel lipped 410138 Bench with wet edge and inset sink, open under
FIJO-100 BENCH LEGS: stainless steel, for bench top 410142 Bench legs
FIJO-196 SHELF: stainless steel, overbench, wall mount 410173 Shelf - SS, over over sink bench
FIJO-197 SHELF: stainless steel, underbench 410143 Shelf - SS, under
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 410059 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 410165 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 410166 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 410167 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 410168 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 470861 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLVY-009 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, wet area,

non-slip
410085

FQCW-006 BIN: waste, clinical, 240L 410073 Waste bin - clinical
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L 410064 Waste bin - general to basin
FQCW-017 BIN: waste, general, 240L 410169 Waste bin - general under bench
FQCW-044 BIN: waste, sharps, wall mounted 410065 Sharps bin on bench
HYBA-010 BASIN: handwash, Type B 410067 Basin - handwash, Type B elbow action levers
HYBA-052 SINK: single, 450 x 350 x 250D 410136 Sink - 450x350x250D hot water
HYDR-004 DRAIN: floor waste 410068 Floor waste
HYGE-028 DEVICE: backflow prevention 410171
HYTP-008 OUTLET: cold water 410131 Cold water: outlet to washing machine
HYTP-008 OUTLET: cold water 410158 Cold water: outlet to washing machine
HYTP-013 OUTLET: hot water 410132 Hot water: outlet to washing machine
HYTP-013 OUTLET: hot water 410157 Hot water: outlet to washing machine
HYTP-037 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers 410086 Tapware - elbow mixer
HYTP-038 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers, long 410137 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers
ITIN-016 OUTLET: data, single RJ45, wall mounted 410151 Voice / Data outlet: single in ceiling for data projector; optional
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559645
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1560049
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1560058
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1560066
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single 410071 Linen carrier - dirty, single
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single 410072 Linen carrier - dirty, single
MMGE-048 LINEN CARRIER: dirty, single 410081 Linen carrier - dirty, single
MMIC-095 WASHER SANITISER: pan 410074 Washer sanitiser - pan not hardwired Update to combined Pan and Utensil

Washer
MMIC-097 WASHER SANITISER: utensil washer 410130 Washer sanitiser - utensil Optional if combined pan and utensil

washer provided
MMLA-013 ANALYSER: urinalysis 410156 Urinalysis machine
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 410047 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 410048 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 410049 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 410050 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 410051 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

No. Description Date
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CODE DESCRIPTION
BZBZ-001 Wooden Children's Toy
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted
FIHR-033 PANEL: for storage bins, wall mount
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel
FQSN-082 SHELVING: floor standing, 900W x 450D x 2100H

nom., wire
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted

1 : 25
STORE ELEVATION 11 1 : 25

STORE ELEVATION 22 1 : 25
STORE ELEVATION 33 1 : 25

STORE ELEVATION 44
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TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
BZBZ-001 Wooden Children's Toy 1972564 Buzz Buzz Buzz Codeword: Honey
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 447287 Light switches
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted 447385 GPO: Double
FIHR-033 PANEL: for storage bins, wall mount 447340 Wire panel - for storage-bins
FIHR-033 PANEL: for storage bins, wall mount 447341 Wire panel - for storage-bins
FIHR-033 PANEL: for storage bins, wall mount 447342 Wire panel - for storage-bins
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 447275 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 447276 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 447277 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 447278 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 447279 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
447329 Floor vinyl slip resistant

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447343 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447344 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447345 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447346 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447347 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447348 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447349 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447350 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447351 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447352 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447353 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447354 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447355 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447356 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-007 BIN: storage bins, wire mesh, stainless steel 447357 Storage bins - stainless steel wire
mesh

to plinths, optional

FQSN-082 SHELVING: floor standing, 900W x 450D x 2100H
nom., wire

447297

FQSN-082 SHELVING: floor standing, 900W x 450D x 2100H
nom., wire

447299

FQSN-082 SHELVING: floor standing, 900W x 450D x 2100H
nom., wire

447300

FQSN-082 SHELVING: floor standing, 900W x 450D x 2100H
nom., wire

447361

FQSN-082 SHELVING: floor standing, 900W x 450D x 2100H
nom., wire

447362

FQSN-082 SHELVING: floor standing, 900W x 450D x 2100H
nom., wire

447363

LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559540
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559833
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559842

No. Description Date
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CODE DESCRIPTION
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-123 GPO: emergency power, single, wall mounted
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand sanitiser
FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic
FIDI-052 DISPENSER: sticker roll
FIHR-016 BRACKET: for sharps bin
FIJO-059 BENCH TOP: 600D, joinery under, laminate finish
FIJO-108 CUPBOARD: drawer unit, baskets, 3 x Wire

(400mm wide)
FIJO-140 CUPBOARD: underbench, single door, adj shelves
FIJO-152 CUPBOARD: wall mount, shelf unit, adj shelves
FIJO-157 CUPBOARD: wall mount, single door, adj shelves,

lockable
FIJO-212 BULKHEAD: joinery
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L
FQCW-044 BIN: waste, sharps, wall mounted
FQCW-061 BIN: waste, pharmaceutical
FQSM-046 SHELVING: storage solution, 600W x 400D x

2100H nom., wire, mobile
FQSM-048 SHELVING: storage solution, shelving, 600W x

400D x 2100H nom., wire, mobile
HYBA-010 BASIN: handwash, Type B
HYTP-037 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers
ITIN-016 OUTLET: data, single RJ45, wall mounted
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted
ITSE-012 CAMERA: CCTV
LIFX-008 LIGHT: task light, built in
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted
MMGE-036 FRIDGE: drugs, underbench
MMGE-087 SAFE: dangerous drugs, medium
WLWA-020 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 1500 AFFL

1 : 25
Clean Utility Elevation 11 1 : 25

Clean Utility Elevation 22 1 : 25
Clean Utility Elevation 33 1 : 25

Clean Utility Elevation 44

No. Description Date
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A5.013b
OS.13

TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 378231 Light switches
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 378232 Light switches
ELGP-123 GPO: emergency power, single, wall mounted 378223 GPO: Emergency power, single

(H)
monitor

ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted 378230 GPO: Double
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted 378242 GPO: Double
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 378337 GPO: Emergency power, double

(H)
for refrigerator

FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand sanitiser 378330 Dispenser - alcohol based hand
sanitiser

to basin or on bed bracket

FIDI-014 DISPENSER: disposable glove 378243 Dispenser - disposable glove near entry
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel 378219 Dispenser - paper/ hand towel to basin
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap 378220 Dispenser - soap to basin
FIDI-031 DISPENSER: soap antiseptic 378221 Dispenser - soap antiseptic to basin
FIDI-052 DISPENSER: sticker roll 378353 Dispenser - sticker roll
FIHR-016 BRACKET: for sharps bin 378236 Bracket - sharps
FIJO-059 BENCH TOP: 600D, joinery under, laminate finish 378203 Bench open under part, round edges
FIJO-108 CUPBOARD: drawer unit, baskets, 3 x Wire (400mm

wide)
378318 Cupboard - drawer unit, baskets

FIJO-108 CUPBOARD: drawer unit, baskets, 3 x Wire (400mm
wide)

378320 Cupboard - drawer unit, baskets

FIJO-140 CUPBOARD: underbench, single door, adj shelves 378207 Cupboard - under bench Imported 150916
FIJO-152 CUPBOARD: wall mount, shelf unit, adj shelves 378359 Shelving unit - over bench
FIJO-157 CUPBOARD: wall mount, single door, adj shelves,

lockable
378314 Cupboard - Overhead Cabinet Overhead Cabinet

FIJO-212 BULKHEAD: joinery 378360 Bulkhead - Joinery
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 378215 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 378216 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 378217 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 378225 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 378279 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 378280 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 378321 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 378322 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 1768338 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 1768415 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 1768773 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
378282 Floor vinyl slip resistant

FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L 378228 Waste bin - general to basin
FQCW-044 BIN: waste, sharps, wall mounted 378229 Sharps bin on bench
FQCW-061 BIN: waste, pharmaceutical 378351
FQSM-046 SHELVING: storage solution, 600W x 400D x 2100H

nom., wire, mobile
378341 Shelving - floor standing, 600W x

400D x 2100H nom., storage
solution

FQSM-046 SHELVING: storage solution, 600W x 400D x 2100H
nom., wire, mobile

378342 Shelving - floor standing, 600W x
400D x 2100H nom., storage
solution

FQSM-046 SHELVING: storage solution, 600W x 400D x 2100H
nom., wire, mobile

378343 Shelving - floor standing, 600W x
400D x 2100H nom., storage
solution

FQSM-048 SHELVING: storage solution, shelving, 600W x
400D x 2100H nom., wire, mobile

378344

FQSM-048 SHELVING: storage solution, shelving, 600W x
400D x 2100H nom., wire, mobile

378345

HYBA-010 BASIN: handwash, Type B 378218 Basin - handwash, Type B elbow action levers
HYTP-037 TAPWARE: mixer, elbow levers 378283 Tapware - elbow mixer
ITIN-016 OUTLET: data, single RJ45, wall mounted 378334 Voice / Data outlet: single in ceiling for data projector; optional
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted 378237 Voice / Data outlet: double 1 outlet for telephone
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted 378338 Voice / Data outlet: double 1 outlet for telephone
ITSE-012 CAMERA: CCTV 378335 Camera - CCTV security optional
LIFX-008 LIGHT: task light, built in 378315 Special: task light, built in under O/H cupboards
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559345
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559942
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559953
MMGE-036 FRIDGE: drugs, underbench 378202 Refrigerator - under-bench, 120

Litre
under bench, optional

MMGE-087 SAFE: dangerous drugs, medium 378233 Safe - dangerous drugs, medium in medication cupboard, reinforce to 80kgs Drug safe to be mounted in Overhead
cabinet

WLWA-020 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 1500 AFFL 378205 Wall vinyl to 1500 AFFL behind basin, tiles also acceptable
WLWA-020 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 1500 AFFL 378244 Wall vinyl to 1500 AFFL behind basin, tiles also acceptable
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CODE DESCRIPTION

BZBZ-002
DWGL-003 DOOR: 910mm c/o, single leaf, half glazed, solid

core/safety glass, paint
DWWH-005 WINDOW
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-123 GPO: emergency power, single, wall mounted
FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand sanitiser
FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap
FIHR-006 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted
FIJO - 212 CASEWORK - Fixed
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room
FQBS-042 LOUNGE: 2 seat, 1200 wide
FQBS-054 STOOL: ottoman
FQCA-033 FRIDGE: Fridge / Freezer
FQCA-067 OVEN: microwave, domestic
FQCA-101 DOUBLE DISHDRAWER
FQCA-102 ICE MAKER UNDERCOUNTER
FQTA-055 TABLE: round, 900 diam, dining height
FQTA-075 TABLE: square, 600W, low height
FQTA-085 TABLE: square, 1100W, adjustable height
FSPV-004 FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FSPV-005 FIRE EXTINGUISHER: blanket
HYGE-003 BOILER / CHILLER WATER UNIT: Combination
HYTP-029 Hot / Cold hydro tap FOR HYGE-003
HYTP-040 TAPWARE: mixer, sink, accessible
ITBU-011 DISPLAY SCREEN: MATV
ITCL-001 ANNUNCIATOR: nurse call
ITNE-052 TELEPHONE: handset, wall mount
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted
WLWA-004 WALL FINISH: paint, acrylic, washable
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL

No. Description Date
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TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
BZBZ-002 1886574 Buzz Buzz Buzz Codeword: Buzzy
DWGL-003 DOOR: 910mm c/o, single leaf, half glazed, solid

core/safety glass, paint
549978 Door - 910mm 910mm clear opening; door hardware to not provide

ligature points
DWWH-005 WINDOW 549753 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
DWWH-005 WINDOW 555229 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
DWWH-005 WINDOW 555396 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
DWWH-005 WINDOW 555560 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
DWWH-005 WINDOW 561287 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
DWWH-005 WINDOW 561463 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
DWWH-005 WINDOW 561464 Observation - double glazed natural light & outlook essential.
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 1475140 Light switches
ELGP-123 GPO: emergency power, single, wall mounted 488403 GPO: Emergency power, single (H) monitor
FIBM-019 WHITEBOARD: fixed, magnetic 1555083 Whiteboard - magnetic optional
FIDI-001 DISPENSER: alcohol based hand sanitiser 1473179 Dispenser - alcohol based hand

sanitiser
to basin or on bed bracket

FIDI-025 DISPENSER: paper/hand towel 1472672 Dispenser - paper/ hand towel to basin
FIDI-030 DISPENSER: soap 1473042 Dispenser - soap to basin
FIHR-006 BRACKET: for display screen, wall mounted Bracket LCD monitor
FIJO - 212 CASEWORK - Fixed 490810 NOSCHED
FIJO - 212 CASEWORK - Fixed 490816 NOSCHED
FIJO - 212 CASEWORK - Fixed 490817 NOSCHED
FIJO - 212 CASEWORK - Fixed 490818 NOSCHED
FIJO - 212 CASEWORK - Fixed 490821 NOSCHED
FIJO - 212 CASEWORK - Fixed 490822 NOSCHED
FIJO - 212 CASEWORK - Fixed 490824 NOSCHED
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 488399 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 488401 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 1768450 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 1770609 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 1771105 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 1771198 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 1771396 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1298825 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1300839 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1300847 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1300855 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1300863 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1300921 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1300922 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1300923 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1300924 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-017 CHAIR: meeting room 1300925 Chair - meeting room may be stackable
FQBS-042 LOUNGE: 2 seat, 1200 wide 1237387 Lounge - 2 seat
FQBS-054 STOOL: ottoman 1296888 CHAIR � OTTOMAN 500 DIAMETER
FQBS-054 STOOL: ottoman 1297816 CHAIR � OTTOMAN 500 DIAMETER
FQBS-054 STOOL: ottoman 1297824 CHAIR � OTTOMAN 500 DIAMETER
FQBS-054 STOOL: ottoman 1297832 CHAIR � OTTOMAN 500 DIAMETER
FQCA-033 FRIDGE: Fridge / Freezer 632706 REFRIGERATOR - FRIDGE /

FREEZER
With integrated Ice Machine

FQCA-067 OVEN: microwave, domestic 490813 MICROWAVE
FQCA-101 DOUBLE DISHDRAWER 490823 DOUBLE DISHDRAWER
FQCA-102 ICE MAKER UNDERCOUNTER 490902 ICE MAKER UNDERCOUNTER
FQTA-055 TABLE: round, 900 diam, dining height 1294550 Wall finish Imported 150916
FQTA-055 TABLE: round, 900 diam, dining height 1296388 Wall finish Imported 150916
FQTA-055 TABLE: round, 900 diam, dining height 1296396 Wall finish Imported 150916
FQTA-075 TABLE: square, 600W, low height 1237386 Table - low
FQTA-085 TABLE: square, 1100W, adjustable height 1294420 Table - dining
FSPV-004 FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FSPV-005 FIRE EXTINGUISHER: blanket
HYGE-003 BOILER / CHILLER WATER UNIT: Combination 490828 BA 160 G4 Provide grille in joinery for ventilation -
HYTP-029 Hot / Cold hydro tap FOR HYGE-003 490820 ZIP - HYDROTAP (BOILING /

CHILLED WATER) w CHILD SAFETY
LOCK

Boiler / Chiller Unit under the sink

HYTP-040 TAPWARE: mixer, sink, accessible 490819 TAP - LASKA NEU TUBULAR
KITCHEN MIXER WITH LONG LEVER
34330.02

ITBU-011 DISPLAY SCREEN: MATV 1707849 Television
ITCL-001 ANNUNCIATOR: nurse call 1870441 ANNOUNCIATOR
ITNE-052 TELEPHONE: handset, wall mount 1698188 Telephone - handset, handsfree (WM)
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1558936
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559167
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559176
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559225
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559226
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1559294
WLWA-004 WALL FINISH: paint, acrylic, washable 352677 Wall finish symbol for tagging
WLWA-023 WALL FINISH: vinyl, to 2100 AFFL 378358 Wall vinyl to 2100 AFFL

No. Description Date
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CODE DESCRIPTION

DWGL-003 DOOR: 910mm c/o, single leaf, half glazed, solid
core/safety glass, paint

ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single
ELGP-130 GPO: UPS, single
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted
ELGP-235 GPO: UPS, double, wall mounted
ELPR-007 UPS: status indicator
FIJO-099 CAC: cable access cap
FIJO-178 JOINERY UNIT: STAFF STATION
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H,

prefinished
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
FQBS-018 CHAIR: office, ergonomic
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L
FQSM-007 PEDESTAL: mobile, drawer unit, 660H
ITCL-001 ANNUNCIATOR: nurse call
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted
ITIN-036 OUTLET: data, triple RJ45, wall mounted
ITNE-007 COMPUTER: desktop, with display screen
ITNE-023 PRINTER: networked
ITNE-049 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop
ITSE-006 BUTTON: duress, fixed
LIFX-008 LIGHT: task light, built in
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction
MMGE-051 MACHINE: electrocardiography (ECG), c/w trolley
MMGE-128 TROLLEY: medical equipment
MMHA-002 DEFIBRILLATOR
MMHA-016 SUCTION: TWIN-O-VAC UNIT
MMHA-027 RESUSCITATION TROLLEY
SIGN-012 GENERAL - STORE
SIGN-015 STAFF AND RESUS BAY
WLPR-011 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL

min.
WLPR-020 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 350 AFFL
WLPR-021 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 900 AFFL

No. Description Date
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TAG NAME BIM ID DESCRIPTION TYPE COMMENTS REVIEW COMMENTS USER COMMENTS
DWGL-003 DOOR: 910mm c/o, single leaf, half glazed, solid

core/safety glass, paint
378222 Door - 910mm 910mm clear opening; door hardware to not provide

ligature points
DWGL-003 DOOR: 910mm c/o, single leaf, half glazed, solid

core/safety glass, paint
447274 Door - 910mm 910mm clear opening; door hardware to not provide

ligature points
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 433028 Light switches
ELBO-015 SWITCH: light, single 433033 Light switches
ELGP-130 GPO: UPS, single 433067 GPO: Single
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted 433026 GPO: Double
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted 433070 GPO: Double
ELGP-208 GPO: double, wall mounted 433071 GPO: Double
ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 433027 GPO: Emergency power, double

(H)
for refrigerator

ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 433036 GPO: Emergency power, double
(H)

for refrigerator

ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 472646 GPO: Emergency power, double
(H)

for refrigerator

ELGP-223 GPO: emergency power, double, wall mounted 472648 GPO: Emergency power, double
(H)

for refrigerator

ELGP-235 GPO: UPS, double, wall mounted 433035 GPO: UPS, double, wall mounted
(PENDING PUBLICATION)

ELPR-007 UPS: status indicator 433092 UPS: status indicator
FIJO-099 CAC: cable access cap 433017 CAC: cable access cap
FIJO-099 CAC: cable access cap 433032 CAC: cable access cap
FIJO-178 JOINERY UNIT: STAFF STATION 433029 Staff station with Maple Staff station with Maple Veneer Finish
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 352629 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 472084 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 472314 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLSK-010 SKIRTING: vinyl, floor vinyl coved, 150H, prefinished 472630 Skirting feather edge vinyl skirting if carpeted
FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard

slip resistant
433059 Floor vinyl slip resistant

FLVY-007 FLOOR FINISH: vinyl, seamless, coved, standard
slip resistant

472660 Floor vinyl slip resistant

FQBS-018 CHAIR: office, ergonomic 433018 Chair - ergonomic, office
FQBS-018 CHAIR: office, ergonomic 433061 Chair - ergonomic, office
FQCW-016 BIN: waste, general, 20L 433031 Waste bin - general to basin
FQSM-007 PEDESTAL: mobile, drawer unit, 660H 433088 Pedestal drawer unit - mobile,

660mmH
under desk

ITCL-001 ANNUNCIATOR: nurse call 1870479 ANNOUNCIATOR
ITIN-026 OUTLET: data, double RJ45, wall mounted 433066 Voice / Data outlet: double 1 outlet for telephone
ITIN-036 OUTLET: data, triple RJ45, wall mounted 433025 Voice / Data outlet: triple on wall for VC unit (min requirement for VC is 1-triple

outlet); 1 outlet for IP connectivity for
videoconferencing unit; ISDN (Onramp2) connection,
ISDN NT box only if required; network terminator
boxes (NT1) to be located within the room;
equipment to be directly connected, no patch panels;
verify location before installation

ITIN-036 OUTLET: data, triple RJ45, wall mounted 433034 Voice / Data outlet: triple on wall for VC unit (min requirement for VC is 1-triple
outlet); 1 outlet for IP connectivity for
videoconferencing unit; ISDN (Onramp2) connection,
ISDN NT box only if required; network terminator
boxes (NT1) to be located within the room;
equipment to be directly connected, no patch panels;
verify location before installation

ITNE-007 COMPUTER: desktop, with display screen 433030 Computer - PC & monitor
ITNE-007 COMPUTER: desktop, with display screen 433062 Computer - PC & monitor
ITNE-023 PRINTER: networked 433087 Printer - networked
ITNE-049 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop 433037 Telephone - handset, standard
ITNE-049 TELEPHONE: handset, desktop 433079 Telephone - handset, standard
ITSE-006 BUTTON: duress, fixed 433019 Duress alarm
LIFX-008 LIGHT: task light, built in 433074 Special: task light, built in under O/H cupboards
LIFX-008 LIGHT: task light, built in 433075 Special: task light, built in under O/H cupboards
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1560272
LIFX-036 LIGHT: LED, ceiling mounted 1560466
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction 1517912 Suction adapter
MMGE-002 ADAPTER: suction 1517913 Suction adapter
MMGE-051 MACHINE: electrocardiography (ECG), c/w trolley 472650 ECG machine, on trolley
MMGE-128 TROLLEY: medical equipment 472649 Trolley; medical equipment
MMHA-002 DEFIBRILLATOR 472651 Defibrillator on resuscitation trolley
MMHA-016 SUCTION: TWIN-O-VAC UNIT 472653 Suction - twin-o-vac unit
MMHA-027 RESUSCITATION TROLLEY 472647 Trolley - resuscitation, adult Locate directly in patient area
SIGN-012 GENERAL - STORE 1696886
SIGN-015 STAFF AND RESUS BAY 1700924
WLPR-011 WALL PROTECTION: corner guards, to 900 AFFL

min.
472511 Corner guards to 900 AFFL

WLPR-020 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 350 AFFL 472643 Wall protection where required; align heights of corner guards with
other corridor elements

WLPR-020 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 350 AFFL 472644 Wall protection where required; align heights of corner guards with
other corridor elements

WLPR-020 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 350 AFFL 472645 Wall protection where required; align heights of corner guards with
other corridor elements

WLPR-021 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 900 AFFL 472657 Wall protection As required
WLPR-021 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 900 AFFL 472658 Wall protection As required
WLPR-021 WALL PROTECTION: crash rail, at 900 AFFL 472659 Wall protection As required

No. Description Date
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D. Appendix D: Questionnaires 

- Pre-Experiment Questionnaire 
- Tasks  

o Theatre 
o Recovery 

- SUS Questionnaire 
- Post Experiment Questionnaire 
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